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ABSTRACT 

Challenging harmful attitudes toward sexual assault, such as rape myths and 

victim blame, is an important part of dismantling rape culture. Evangelical Protestant 

communities offer a unique context for this work as sexual purity codes, which mandate 

abstinence outside of heterosexual marriage, may contribute to victim blame among 

Evangelicals. Guided by feminist theories of sexual violence and a lived religion lens, 

this thesis uses two qualitative data sources to explore the impact of sexual purity codes 

on attitudes toward sexual assault in the Evangelical context: content analysis of 

Evangelical abstinence books (n=6), focus groups with Evangelical young adults (n=13), 

and follow-up interviews (n=4). Findings from the content analysis show that Evangelical 

abstinence books promote the traditional heterosexual script, engage in victim blame, and 

frequently fail to label sexual assault narratives as such (particularly when the victim is 

not purity adherent). In contrast, focus group participants tended to accurately label 

sexual assault narratives regardless of the victim’s purity adherence and generally did not 

engage in victim blame. Most focus group participants were critical or ambivalent toward 

the concept of “purity”, which they associated with the traditional heterosexual script. 

Sexual purity codes seemed to be associated with attitudes toward sexual assault to some 

degree, but only for purity supportive and some purity ambivalent participants, who 

engaged in victim blame when the victim was not purity adherent, and for purity 

supportive participants, who excused the perpetrator regardless of the victim’s purity 

adherence. For Evangelical young adults, critiquing “purity culture” appears to be a 

religiously meaningful way to critique the presence of rape culture in Evangelical 

communities.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Sexual assault is a serious and widespread problem in Canadian society. 

According to recent data from Statistics Canada, 30% of women and 8% of men report 

having been sexually assaulted since the age of 15 (Cotter & Savage, 2019). While sexual 

violence takes many forms and can occur in any relationship, this thesis focuses on male-

perpetrated sexual violence against women, as women are disproportionately represented 

among sexual assault victims, and men among perpetrators (Conroy & Cotter, 2017).1    

 Feminist theorists use the term “rape culture” to describe dominant cultural 

attitudes and frameworks that normalize, justify, and eroticize sexual aggression, and 

minimize the impact of sexual violence on victims (Buchwald, Fletcher, & Roth, 2005). 

This thesis focuses specifically on rape myths and sexual scripts that underlie and 

obscure the dynamics of sexual assault. Rape myths are false but commonly-held cultural 

and ideological beliefs that excuse perpetrators, justify sexual aggression against women, 

and suggest that victims bear responsibility for their assault (Edwards, Turchik, Dardis, 

Reynolds & Gidye, 2011; Payne, Lonsway, & Fitzgerald, 1999). Sexual scripts refer to 

“culturally determined patterns of behaviour that inform desire and influence sexual 

behaviour” (Ryan, 2011, p. 774). 

 Understanding the role that rape myths and sexual scripts play in shaping attitudes 

toward sexual assault has important implications for challenging rape culture and 

improving responses to survivors, both in formal and informal contexts. Rape myth 

 

1 According to self-report data from Statistics Canada, 87% of sexual assault victims in Canada are women, 

and 94% of perpetrators are men (Conroy & Cotter, 2017).  
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acceptance (RMA), when assessed using standardized measures, is associated with victim 

blame, and vignette-based studies on sexual scripts have found higher rates of victim 

blame in response to vignettes where the perpetrator is a romantic partner or an 

acquaintance, rather than a stranger, despite acquaintance and date rape being 

significantly more common (Grubb & Turner, 2012; van der Bruggen & Grubb, 2014; 

Yapp & Quayle, 2018). These findings are concerning because when victims are 

disbelieved or treated poorly when help-seeking, they can experience something 

researchers and advocates call “secondary victimization” in which “interactions with 

community personnel magnify [the] feelings of powerless, shame, and guilt” resulting 

from the initial assault (Campbell, 1998, p.356). Understanding how laypeople view 

sexual assault is important because, despite low rates of formal reporting,2 one study 

found that 70% of victims report disclosing their experience to friends or peers (Banyard 

et al., 2006).  

Most research on attitudes toward sexual assault has been conducted with 

university student populations, with little attention paid to Christian communities, despite 

the historical role that Christian teachings have played in shaping and supporting rape 

myths such as “husbands cannot rape their wives” (Edwards et al., 2011, p. 763). In 

Evangelical Protestant communities specifically, sexual purity – doctrine which limits 

religiously-permissible sexual expression to monogamous, heterosexual marriage – plays 

a prominent role in both theology and social life, particularly for unmarried youth, and 

 

2 Only approximately 5% of victims in Canada report their assault to police (Conroy & Cotter, 2017).  
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may be a barrier to disclosure or a source of shame for survivors who had, prior to the 

assault, been engaging in consensual premarital sex or sexual activity (Gardner, 2011; 

Sharma, 2008; Williams, 2011).  

Indeed, it cannot be assumed that Evangelical youth are not engaging in sexual 

activity to some degree. Regnerus (2007), in a quantitative analysis of nationally-

representative American data, found that, while Evangelical adolescents were 

significantly more likely than mainline Protestants to state that they believed in waiting 

until marriage to have sex, they were also significantly more likely to report having 

premarital sex, and Evangelical affiliation was not a predictor of virginity status overall. 

Moreover, what constitutes non-abstinent behaviour is a contested category, even among 

highly religious youth, and Evangelical abstinence campaigns do not explicitly define 

what is and is not abstinent behaviour outside of the imperative to refrain from 

intercourse (Gardner, 2011; Hans & Kimberly, 2011).  

 Furthermore, sexual purity codes are often operationalized in a gendered way, 

with many Evangelical communities endorsing traditional heterosexual scripts that paint 

men as initiators or aggressors and women as resistors or “gatekeepers” of their 

(premarital) sexuality (Bryant, 2009; Irby, 2014). The religious endorsement of these 

sexual scripts may contribute to victim blame by enabling and normalizing male sexual 

aggression and downplaying the importance of affirmative, ongoing consent – 

particularly by neglecting the necessity, or existence, of female sexual desire (Gavey, 

2005).  

This thesis explores how sexual purity codes influence attitudes toward sexual 

assault among Evangelical young adults (ages 19-30) in New Brunswick using three 
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iterative qualitative methods: content analysis, focus groups, and interviews. Feminist 

and lived religion theoretical frameworks guide both research design and analysis. Stage 

one is a content analysis of Evangelical abstinence books (n=6) examining how these 

texts construct sexual assault and consent – with specific attention paid to the role of the 

traditional heterosexual script and rape myths. The findings from stage one are then used 

to develop fictional vignettes depicting realistic sexual assault scenarios, varying the 

degree to which the victim adheres to relevant sexual purity codes, to use as stimulus 

material for stage two. Stage two consists of four gender-segregated focus groups with 

Evangelical young adults (n=13) to examine if the victim’s varying purity adherence in 

the vignettes appears be associated with participants’ definitions of sexual assault and 

consent, victim blame, and the degree of responsibility participants assign to the 

perpetrator. The data from stage two is analyzed using Values Coding (Saldaña, 2016), 

followed by a secondary analysis guided by the research questions. Stage three consists 

of follow-up interviews with select focus group participants (n=4) to further elaborate 

upon the perspectives they shared during the focus groups. Findings from the interviews 

are compared with the focus group findings to examine the difference between public and 

private discourse and to explore avenues for future research (Barbour, 2007).   
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CHAPTER 1: THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

This chapter introduces and defines key terminology used in this thesis and 

explains the guiding theoretical framework. The key terminology includes sexual assault 

and gender. The theoretical framework consists of standpoint theory, feminist theories of 

sexual violence (including rape myths and sexual scripts), lived religion, and purity 

codes. Limitations pertaining to the construction of gender in this thesis are addressed.  

Key Terminology 

Sexual Assault 

This thesis adopts the University of New Brunswick’s definition of sexual assault 

from their sexual assault policy, which defines sexual assault as 

Any type of unwanted sexual act done by one person to another that violates the 

sexual integrity of the victim and involves a range of behaviours from any 

unwanted touching to penetration. Sexual assault is characterized by a broad 

range of behaviours that involve the use of force, threats, or control toward a 

person, which makes that person feel uncomfortable, distressed, frightened, 

threatened, or that is carried out in circumstances to which the person has not 

freely agreed, consented, or is incapable of consenting (University of New 

Brunswick, 2016, pp. 5-6). 

 

This definition is in line with Canada’s legal definition of sexual assault, which includes 

three levels of charges, ranging from common sexual assault to aggravated sexual assault, 

based on the severity of physical violence inflicted by the perpetrator, rather than the type 

of sexual contact (Criminal Code, 1985). Canadian sexual assault law is based on an 

affirmative consent standard, which sexologist Lindsey Doe summarizes as “not the 

absence of a no, but the [ongoing] presence of a yes”, to distinguish consensual sexual 

activity from sexual assault (Doe, 2013; Randall, 2011). Thus, in Canadian law the 
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accused must show that they have taken “reasonable steps” to ensure they had ongoing 

consent, and that consent “cannot be inferred from passivity, silence or ambiguity” 

(Randall, 2011, p.18).  

 DeGue and DeLillo (2005) define sexual coercion, using gendered terms, as “a 

class of inappropriate male behaviors in which nonphysical tactics (e.g., verbal pressure, 

lying, deceit, and continual arguments) are utilized to obtain sexual contact with an 

unwilling adult female” (p. 541). While this thesis makes a distinction between sexual 

assault and sexual coercion for the purpose of this analysis, sexual coercion exists on a 

continuum with sexual assault. 

Gender 

Ryan (2013) defines gender as “a social definition of how to be or the ways of 

‘being’ considered appropriate for one's sex category”. While many gender analyses 

focus on the categories of “male” and “female”, gender is a social construct that can “be 

enacted in an infinite variety of ways” (Ryan, 2013). Non-binary and genderqueer 

(NBGQ) are umbrella terms that refer to gender identities that are both male and female, 

neither male nor female, or those that vary over time, as well as the lack a gender identity 

altogether (Richards et al., 2016).  

While gender is not limited to the concepts of “male” or “female” or determined 

by biological sex (which is also not binary), many Evangelical churches and ministries 

explicitly endorse and sacralize the gender binary (Spencer, 2019). For example, The 

Wesleyan Church (2019), a prominent Evangelical denomination in Atlantic Canada, 

states on their website: 
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The Bible comments on a variety of sexual behaviors. Yet, it only describes 

human gender in binary terms. Genesis 1:27 provides the definitive statement: 

“So God created man in his own image, in the image of God he created him; male 

and female he created them.” 

 

They continue 

Gender assignment is a divine prerogative. There is no “third gender” or multiple 

gender construct in the Bible. (The Wesleyan Church, 2019).  

 

While these views are not uncontested by theologians3, they may be common within 

contemporary Evangelical church policy. 

Because recruitment for this research relied on Evangelical gatekeepers, such as 

pastors and other church leaders, to reach potential participants, recruitment materials for 

this thesis only referred to gender in binary terms – and this binary framing of gender was 

replicated in the broader research design. As a result, this research implicitly excluded 

NBGQ individuals and reinforced the gender binary by (a) requiring that participants sign 

up for either male or female focus groups and (b) not using language targeted toward 

NBGQ individuals in recruitment materials. While the demographic questionnaire did 

include NBGQ options, this questionnaire was not available to participants at the time of 

recruitment.  

 

3 “Other Christian theologians look to biblical narratives that seem to trouble the notion that God’s design 

for creation includes only males or females or that reference eunuchs as a third gender. ‘Male and female 

[God] created them,’ Genesis 1:27 reports (New Revised Standard Version)—but does the and 

suggest two binary categories or a continuum of possibility?" (Spencer, 2019, p.4) 
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Theory 

Standpoint  

 Feminist standpoint theory was first named by Harding (1986), who used the term 

to describe a growing and diverse body of theory within feminist research that focuses on 

the women’s lived experiences as a site of knowledge (in Naples, 2017). Smith (1992) 

explains, describing her conceptualization of women’s standpoint: 

Inquiry starts with the knower who is actually located … Activities, feelings, 

experiences hook her into extended social relations linking her activities to those 

of other people and in ways beyond her knowing.  

 

She continues 

 

Inquiry is directed toward exploring and explicating what she does not know – the 

social relations and organization pervading her world but invisible in it (p. 91). 

 

Smith (1992) argues that standpoint should be used as both point of departure for inquiry 

and as an avenue for self-reflexivity, with the goal of uncovering systems of power 

(ruling relations) in everyday life.  

 I first became interested in this research topic when I converted to Evangelical 

Protestant Christianity in my early 20s. At the time, while I knew I was queer, I had not 

yet found the language to describe my asexuality.4 Thus, I found the construct of 

premarital abstinence (as someone in a straight-passing dating relationship) to be a 

liberating antidote to compulsory sexuality, which Gupta (2015) defines as: 

Social norms and practices that both marginalize various forms of non-sexuality, 

such as a lack of sexual desire or behavior, and compel people to experience 

 

4 Asexuality is a sexual orientation describing people who do not feel sexual attraction to any gender. 

Asexual people may still experience romantic attraction to one or multiple genders and use the term 

“romantic orientation” to describe this experience (The Asexual Visibility and Education Network, 2020). I 

identify as asexual and biromantic.  
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themselves as desiring subjects, take up sexual identities, and engage in sexual 

activity (p. 132).  

 

While I no longer believe in premarital abstinence as a religious mandate and am highly 

critical of the heteronormativity and sex negativity within Evangelical sexual purity 

codes, my standpoint aligns with Gupta (2015) who urges scholars “to avoid positing the 

liberation of sexuality as necessary to either the empowerment of women or the 

destabilization of oppressive norms” (p. 142). Thus, I do not believe that the decision to 

remain abstinent is indicative of oppression in and of itself, but rather that Evangelical 

sexual purity codes often enact abstinence in an oppressive way. 

During my time in the Evangelical church, some of my Evangelical peers 

disclosed to me that they were survivors of sexual violence. Concerningly, many framed 

being a victim of sexual violence as a natural consequence of previously choosing to 

engage in consensual premarital sexual activity or otherwise violating sexual purity 

codes. I began to wonder if there was a way that Evangelical communities could hold to 

their ethic of premarital abstinence while simultaneously promoting concepts like 

affirmative consent: distinguishing the “sin” of premarital sex from the much graver sin 

of sexual violence. 

As I approach this analysis, I employ the concept of standpoint to critically reflect 

on how the various aspects of my identity impact my relationship with research 

participants and both enhance and limit my interpretations of these data (Smith, 1992). I 

am particularly mindful of my membership in privileged groups, specifically as a white 

researcher working for a secular post-secondary institution, and as someone who has not 
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experienced sexual violence herself. I am also mindful my ability to pass as straight and 

my insider/outsider status as a former Evangelical and practicing Progressive Christian. 

Feminist Lens  

I approach this research through a feminist lens, arguing that sexual violence is 

enabled and driven by social hierarchies that grant men power over women5, as well as 

over other marginalized men and NBGQ individuals (Johnson & Dawson, 2011). In this 

research, I focus specifically on how these gendered power dynamics are constructed and 

upheld by two components of rape culture: rape myths and sexual scripts.  

Rape Culture 

Rape Myths.  

The concept of rape myths was first proposed in the 1970s, when feminists began 

addressing the patriarchal cultural norms that undergird popular conceptualizations of 

sexual assault (Edwards et al., 2011). Rape myths are false but commonly held cultural 

and ideological beliefs that excuse perpetrators, justify sexual aggression against women, 

and suggest that victims bear responsibility for their assault (Edwards et al., 2011; Payne 

et al., 1999). Some examples of rape myths include “When women go around wearing 

low-cut tops or short skirts, they’re just asking for trouble” and “Rape happens when a 

man’s sex drive gets out of control” (Payne et al., 1999).      

 

5 Women who experience intersecting forms of oppression are particularly vulnerable, with the highest 

rates of sexual victimization in Canada occurring among sexual minorities, Indigenous women, and people 

with disabilities (Conroy & Cotter, 2017). 
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 One common method of studying rape myths is through quantitative scales that 

measure rape myth acceptance (RMA) such as the Rape Myth Acceptance Scale (RMAS, 

Burt, 1980), the Illinois Rape Myth Acceptance Scale (IRMAS, Payne et al, 1999), or 

McMahon and Farmer’s (2011) updated IRMAS (Edwards et al., 2011). Payne et al. 

(1999), in their development of the IRMAS, identified seven subscales of RMA: she 

asked for it, it wasn’t really rape, he didn’t mean it, she wanted it, she lied, rape is a 

trivial event, and rape is a deviant event. 

 Studies using RMA scales are generally conducted with university or college-age 

students, although similar trends are reflected in other populations (Edwards et al., 2011). 

Overall, gender is the strongest predictor of RMA, with men showing higher levels of 

RMA than women (Edwards et al., 2011; Grubb & Turner, 2012; Suarez & Gadalla, 

2010). In their meta-analysis, Suarez and Gadalla (2010) found a strong association 

between RMA and hostile attitudes toward women (such as combined sexism measures 

and acceptance of interpersonal violence), as well as racism, heterosexism, classism, 

ageism, and religious intolerance. Studies have also shown that RMA is associated with 

traditional gender role beliefs (Giovanelli & Jackson, 2013). RMA tends to decrease with 

increased educational attainment, and participants who report knowing a victim of sexual 

assault tend to report lower RMA (Edwards et al., 2011; Grubb & Turner, 2012; Navarro 

& Tewksbury, 2018; Suarez & Gadalla, 2010).    

Sexual Scripts.  

In her book Just Sex, Gavey argues that the traditional heterosexual script creates 

the “preconditions for rape” (2005, p. 3). The traditional heterosexual script invokes a 
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combination of the male sexual drive discourse, which suggests that all “healthy” men 

have strong, almost uncontrollable sexual desires which they will go to great lengths to 

fulfill, and the “to have and to hold” discourse, which suggests that women “give up” sex, 

not for their own pleasure, but in exchange for love and monogamous commitment 

(Gavey, 2005). Thus, in this framework, where female desire is absent and male desire is 

presumed to be the driving force behind the sexual encounter, sex becomes “something 

that is done to women by men”, rather than a mutually enthusiastic and pleasurable 

encounter (Gavey, 2005, p. 122). The assumption that women inherently do not desire 

sex, at least to the same degree as men, and that women’s desire is not a necessary 

precondition for sex, can normalize sexual coercion and violence in heterosexual 

encounters, positioning men as initiators or aggressors, and women as gatekeepers or 

resistors (Gavey, 2005; Ryan, 2011).  

 Scripts also shape dominant understandings of what constitutes a “legitimate” 

sexual assault. Research shows that many people still hold to the real rape script, which 

consists of a physically violent attack by a stranger on a randomly-targeted woman who 

physically resists the attack (or is too afraid to) and is emotionally devastated after the 

event (Ryan, 2011). However, while the real rape script is often upheld as a “typical” 

sexual assault narrative, it only represents a small minority of incidents (Ryan, 2011). 

The real rape script may also influence victims’ understanding of their experiences: 

unacknowledged rape victims are significantly more likely than acknowledged rape 

victims to endorse the real rape script (Ryan, 2011). 

 One common way researchers study the relationship between sexual scripts, rape 

myths, and victim blame is through vignette-based studies. In vignette-based studies, 
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researchers create fictional sexual assault narratives in which the characteristics of the 

victim and/or scenario have been experimentally manipulated by the researchers, and 

then the participants assign degrees of blame to the perpetrator and/or the victim (van der 

Bruggen & Grubb, 2014). Participants can assign blame on quantitative scales, or through 

open-ended responses.  

 In these studies, participants tend to blame victims more in date and acquaintance 

rape vignettes, compared to stranger rape vignettes, which are more consistent with the 

real rape script (van der Bruggen & Grubb, 2014). Furthermore, participants who endorse 

traditional gender role stereotypes are more likely to blame the victim, to a greater extent 

in date rape vignettes than stranger rape vignettes (van der Bruggen & Grubb, 2014). 

Overall, reflecting the higher rates of RMA among men, male participants are more likely 

to blame victims than female participants (van der Bruggen & Grubb, 2014).  

Lived Religion  

This research is guided by a lived religion lens. Lived religion is an approach 

centered on “how religion and spirituality are practiced, experienced, and expressed by 

ordinary people (rather than official spokespersons) in the context of their everyday 

lives” (McGuire, 2008, p.12). McGuire (2008) argues that the Western, post-Reformation 

approach to studying religion has been biased toward tenets of belief rather than practice 

and has focused on logical consistency as opposed to what McGuire calls “pragmatic 

coherence” (2008, p. 15). However, many religious people hold seemingly contradictory 

beliefs and practices in tandem, without detriment to their faith practice. For example, in 

her study of heterosexual Evangelical married couples and gender roles, Gallagher (2003) 
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found that, while “complementarian” couples used language that emphasized their 

theological belief in gender hierarchy (male headship and female submission), they 

behaved indistinguishably from “egalitarian” couples, who rejected hierarchical gender 

roles. For example, rather than disagreeing with her husband, a complementarian woman 

might describe the same act as submitting her ideas to her husband who could then 

delegate decision-making to her. Gallagher (2003) argues that the hierarchical framing of 

these seemingly egalitarian practices allowed for “partnership and headship to exist in 

symbiotic tension without one superseding the other” (p. 103). Gallagher’s (2003) 

findings emphasize the importance of examining both beliefs and practice in the study of 

religious communities, rather than attempting to infer one from the other.  

Purity Codes 

Purity codes are rules about what behaviours or practices result in a state of 

pollution or defilement in relation to the sacred or divine (Douglas, 2002). While many 

religious traditions have purity codes pertaining to food, social practices, and sanitation, 

etc., Evangelical Protestant Christianity is distinct in that its purity codes exclusively 

pertain to sex – limiting religiously-appropriate sexual expression to the context of 

monogamous heterosexual marriage (Looy, 2018). As such, within Evangelical 

teachings, maintaining a state of purity means refraining from any shared or individual 

sexual activity outside of the context of monogamous heterosexual marriage (including 

watching pornography, masturbating, or indulging in sexual fantasy) (Gardner, 2011).  

 In Purity and Danger, Mary Douglas (2002) argues that purity codes are better 

understood as attempts to avoid social pollution rather than bodily pollution, which is 
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inherently relative. Purity codes unify social experience by symbolizing and reifying 

social categories, drawing important boundaries within and around the community in 

question. According to Douglas (2002), purity codes about the body always refer to the 

social body as well as the physical body and are particularly prevalent among 

marginalized or minority people groups. For example, she explains, in her analysis of 

Levitical law: 

The Israelites were always in their history a hard-pressed minority. In their beliefs 

all the bodily issues were polluting, blood, pus, excreta, semen, etc. The 

threatened boundaries of their body politic would be well mirrored in their care 

for the integrity, unity and purity of the physical body (Douglas, 2002, p. 125).  

 

 While white Evangelicals hold a great deal of social and political power, 

particularly in the United States, they commonly present themselves as an embattled 

minority, specifically around issues relating to sexuality (Gardner, 2011; Looy, 2018; 

Williams, 2011). Evangelical theology encourages Christians to be “‘in’ the world but not 

‘of’ the world” (Gallagher, 2003, p. 5), but white Evangelicals in particular may find this 

a challenging position to occupy in a “world” (such as Canada or the United States) in 

which Christianity is still the majority religion and conservative Christian values still find 

a place in politics. In this context, sexual purity, defined in conscious opposition to more 

liberal sexual mores, may be an important way to emphasize Evangelical distinctness, 

and may contribute to the disproportionate focus on premarital abstinence in the 

Evangelical context (Gardner, 2011). 

 In this thesis, I adopt a definition of sexual assault that aligns with Canadian law 

and adheres to the affirmative consent standard. However, I recognize that sexual 

coercion exists on a spectrum with sexual assault - even when sexually coercive 
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behaviours are not recognized as sexual assault within the law. My decision to frame 

gender as a binary in my recruitment materials and research design is also an important 

limitation of this research and likely resulted in the exclusion of NBGQ individuals from 

the sample, though it may have helped build trust with Evangelical gatekeepers.   

 My theoretical approach to this research is guided by feminist theories of sexual 

violence that focus on the dynamics of male sexual violence perpetrated against women. 

Specifically, I analyze my data for rape myths and sexual scripts that contribute to rape 

culture. Drawing from feminist standpoint theory, my analysis is informed in part by my 

personal experience participating in Evangelical communities as a queer person, and I am 

self-reflexive about the positive and negative impacts of my various social identities on 

this research process. My theoretical approach to religion is guided by lived religion and 

focuses on purity codes. Thus, I prioritize participants’ understanding of their religious 

practices and beliefs over institutional norms, while also critically examining the social 

function and impact of Evangelical sexual purity codes.    
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 

 In this chapter, I introduce the Evangelical theological lens, both at an 

institutional level and in practice, and outline the history of the abstinence movement. I 

then review the literature on how Evangelical youth and young adults practice (or reject) 

premarital abstinence and highlight the gendered operationalization of Evangelical sexual 

purity codes. Following this introduction to Evangelical sexual purity codes, I review 

both quantitative and qualitative studies on attitudes toward sexual assault amongst 

Evangelicals.  

The Evangelical Theological Lens 

Theologically, Evangelicals are characterized by a belief in biblical inerrancy – 

the belief that scripture is divinely-inspired, authoritative, and contains no error – which 

includes, but is not limited to, the concept of biblical literalism (International Council on 

Biblical Inerrancy, 1978). However, Ellison and Bradshaw (2009) argue that it is better to 

understand inerrancy, as it is practiced in the Evangelical context, as an interpretive lens 

that emphasizes particular themes and meanings in scripture such as “human sinfulness, 

individual piety and morality, and salvation through grace” over others, rather than a self-

evident and holistic reading of scripture (p. 323).  

 Evangelical theology emphasizes the importance of a personal relationship with 

God in which God can communicate directly with believers through the Holy Spirit 

(Burke, 2016). Thus, given the authority of scripture and the accessibility of divine 

guidance for everyday believers, formally educated clergy do not hold a monopoly on 

religious authority in the Evangelical context (Burke, 2016). In her research in the United 
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States, Gallagher (2003) found that only 6% of Evangelicals considered church teachings 

to be the primary source of knowledge on how to live their faith. In contrast, 44% of 

Evangelicals cited their personal walk with God, and 48% cited scripture. However, 

while individual believers can claim interpretive authority in the Evangelical context, 

Evangelicals do not engage with scripture in a vacuum. Rather, many Evangelicals turn 

to lay leaders, such as bible study or small-group leaders and church elders, or engage 

with faith-based media, such as books, podcasts, and blogs, which offer pragmatic 

guidance through specific interpretations of scripture and the author’s own beliefs and 

personal experiences (Burke, 2016; McGuire, 2008).  

The Abstinence Movement 

Evangelical abstinence campaigns began in the early 1990s with the True Love 

Waits program developed by the Southern Baptist Convention, the largest Evangelical 

denomination in the United States, as a faith-based alternative to secular sex education 

(Gardner, 2011; Williams, 2011). The typical abstinence campaign event features high-

production staging, entertaining (as well as cautionary) content about the dangers of 

premarital sex and the superiority of marital sex, and ends with an “altar call” in which 

teens can make a public pledge to remain abstinent until marriage (Gardner, 2011; 

Williams, 2011). In addition to abstinence campaigns, many Evangelical authors have 

published relationship advice books for unmarried youth, which, like the campaigns, 

provide theological and practical arguments for remaining abstinent.  

 While the hey-day of abstinence campaigns was the early to mid-2000s, sexual 

purity is still a defining issue in Evangelical circles (Gardner, 2011). In 2016, the largest 
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campus-based Evangelical ministry in the United States, InterVarsity Christian 

Fellowship (IVCF), conducted a major staff purge following the release of their formal 

statement on sexual ethics, which emphasizes that any sexual activity outside of 

heterosexual marriage is sinful (Dias, 2016).6 Staff who could not affirm this theology of 

sexuality in good conscience were asked to resign (Dias, 2016). While IVCF is an 

interdenominational Evangelical organization, they have now positioned sexual purity as 

a non-negotiable element of Evangelical belief (Dias, 2016). 

Sexual Purity in Theory 

Although the concept of sexual purity is more holistic than just premarital 

abstinence, and includes fidelity after marriage, abstinence campaigns and resources 

primarily invoke the concept of sexual purity to refer to virginity (Gardner, 2011). 

Evangelical abstinence campaigns frame virginity as a gift from God to be carefully 

guarded until marriage and then given to one’s spouse (Gardner, 2011). These campaigns 

also promote the concept of “secondary virginity” – a restoration of spiritual and 

emotional virginity when someone confesses their sexual sin and recommits to 

abstinence. Secondary virginity is nonetheless understood to be a gift of less value, as 

physical virginity cannot be restored and, despite God’s forgiveness, the (sometimes 

intrusive) memories of premarital sex cannot be forgotten (Gardner, 2011).   

 Indeed, a prominent rationale behind the strict prohibitions on pre-/non-marital 

sex, according to popular Evangelical sex manuals (directed toward married or soon-to-

 

6 While the Canadian arm of IVCF did not release a formal statement on sexual ethics, a similar staff purge 

occurred in IVCF-run summer camps in Ontario, suggesting the Canadian organization holds the same 

theological position (Brockbank, 2017). Note: these staff purges were primarily related to IVCF’s 

opposition to same-sex relationships (Brockbank, 2017; Dias, 2016). 
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be-married couples), is the belief that engaging in sexual intercourse has permanent 

spiritual and emotional consequences, even in the absence of physical consequences, 

such as STIs or pregnancy (DeRogatis, 2005). When Evangelicals began widely using 

birth control in the late 1960s and early 1970s, Evangelical authors began to argue that, 

rather than being primarily for reproductive purposes, the God-ordained role of sex is to 

serve as the “glue” that spiritually bonds husbands and wives into a lifelong, “one flesh” 

union (DeRogatis, 2005). Premarital sex, therefore, is dangerous precisely because this 

permanent, spiritual bonding occurs outside of a permanent, religiously sanctioned union. 

This idea of the spiritual permanence of sex may account for why many of Gardner’s 

(2011) participants who had embraced secondary virginity and understood themselves to 

have been forgiven and “made pure” again by God, still reported struggling with the 

emotional and spiritual hardships resulting from their choice to engage in premarital sex.  

 In this framework it is heterosexual marriage, not necessarily consent, that serves 

as the dividing line between “pure” morally permissible sex and “impure” sexual sin. In 

their content analysis of Evangelical relationship advice books for themes relating to 

sexual assault, Moon and Reger (2014) found that the books in their sample blurred the 

lines between sexual assault and consensual premarital sex, placing both under the 

umbrella of “sexual sin” and using violent imagery to describe premarital sex. While the 

books did not explicitly endorse rape myths, they did suggest that engaging in premarital 

sex and being the victim of a sexual assault resulted in the same outcome: a need to 

confess the “sin” to God in order for purity (as well as personal and spiritual wellbeing) 

to be restored (Moon & Reger, 2014).   
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 While the books in Moon and Reger’s (2014) study did little to distinguish 

between sexual assault and consensual premarital sex, Gardner (2011) argues that 

Evangelical abstinence campaigns do distinguish between virginity that has been lost and 

virginity that has been taken. Thus, a survivor who had intended to remain a virgin prior 

to being sexually assaulted would not need to embrace secondary virginity and would 

still be considered a (primary) virgin with their purity wholly intact (Gardner, 2011). 

Nonetheless, without a robust understanding of consent to distinguish between 

appropriate and violent or coercive sexual behaviour, it may be difficult for Evangelical 

survivors to interpret their experiences, particularly if they did not experience an assault 

that resembled the real rape script, were engaging in consensual premarital sexual activity 

prior to the incident, or if they expect all premarital sex to have negative personal and 

spiritual consequences.   

 In her study of Evangelical youth dating culture, Irby (2013) found that, although 

her participants spoke mockingly of Evangelical relationship advice books, or expressed 

that they were unfamiliar with them, the concepts they used to describe how Christian 

relationships should function directly reflected themes expressed in the books. Irby 

(2013) proposes that, while youth may not be engaging directly with these books, 

religious leaders and other influential members of their communities likely are. An 

alternate possibility is that these books, and popular Evangelical media in general, may 

simply be reflective of beliefs already present in Evangelical communities.  

Sexual Purity in Practice  

Indeed, for unmarried Evangelical youth, sexual purity codes play a distinct role 

in the social organization of their religious communities through “accountability”. 
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Accountability refers, in a broad sense, to a commitment to living one’s faith and to 

upholding the church community’s values through transparency and honesty with peers 

or religious leaders, but it is often targeted toward remaining sexually abstinent prior to 

marriage (Sharma, 2008). Since engaging in premarital sex is considered to be a strong 

temptation, particularly for young men, Evangelical communities will often pair young 

people with older, same-gender “accountability partners” to support them in remaining 

abstinent, or form same-gender accountability groups (Diefendorf, 2015; Sharma, 2008). 

While Sharma (2008) argues that the social support structure of accountability can be 

empowering for young Evangelicals who are attempting to live out their religious 

convictions in a sexually-permissive culture, it can also be oppressive in the degree to 

which it surveils sexual behaviour and shames those who deviate from community 

norms. For example, some of Sharma’s (2008) participants shared that they had not 

disclosed their premarital sexual experiences to their church community for fear of 

judgement.  

 While abstinence is a moral ideal in Evangelical communities, it should not be 

taken as fact. Regnerus (2007), in his analysis of longitudinal, nationally-representative 

American data, found that, while youth reporting high religiosity were significantly more 

likely to remain virgins between survey waves (with a sizeable minority reporting they 

had not engaged in intercourse), Evangelical affiliation was not a strong predictor of 

virginity status. Even when controlling for religiosity, Mormons, Jews, and Mainline 

Protestants were significantly more likely to remain virgins than Evangelicals (Regnerus, 

2007). Furthermore, while abstinence pledges have been found to delay sexual debut, it is 

only by an average of 18 months, and among unmarried young adults in the United States 
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who had taken an abstinence pledge, 54% were engaging in sexual intercourse (Regnerus, 

2007).  

 Moreover, abstinence itself is a contested term. Hans and Kimberley (2011), in a 

study of undergraduate students, found that 77% of participants believed that oral-genital 

contact was not sex. Religiosity was not a significant variable in terms of how 

participants defined abstinent behaviour (Hans & Kimberly, 2011). Fittingly, as Gardner 

(2011) notes in her ethnography of Evangelical abstinence programs, Evangelical 

abstinence advocates often avoid explicitly defining what constitutes abstinent behaviour, 

outside of not engaging in intercourse. Thus, it cannot be assumed that unmarried 

Evangelicals, even those explicitly committed to abstinence, are not sexually active in 

some capacity.  

Gender Roles and Sexual Purity 

While sexual purity mandates premarital abstinence for both men and women, the 

way in which sexual purity is understood and practiced is deeply gendered (Irby, 2014). 

One common complementary stereotype pertaining to sexual purity is that men are 

vulnerable to physical temptation due to their strong sex drives, whereas women are 

vulnerable to emotional temptation due to their strong need for relational attachment 

(Burke & Hudec, 2015; Bryant, 2006; Irby, 2014). While engaging in premarital sex is 

not presented as “God’s best” for men, experiencing sexual desire is normalized for men 

within this discourse, albeit as something that must be carefully controlled (Diefendorf, 

2015).  

 However, while male sexual desire is normalized, female sexual desire is not, 

reinforcing traditional heterosexual scripts that paint men as initiators as women as 
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resistors or “gatekeepers” of their (premarital) sexuality (Bryant, 2009; Irby, 2014). 

Moon and Reger (2014) found that while the authors of Evangelical relationship books 

used dehumanizing language to describe both men and women engaging in premarital 

sexual activity, the language they used to describe men partially absolved them of 

responsibility: suggesting that sexual aggression is a natural expression of male 

(hetero)sexuality. On the other hand, authors used demeaning language to suggest that it 

is women’s responsibility to prevent men from committing the sin of objectifying them, 

regardless of their own desires (Moon & Reger, 2014). Indeed, Klement and Sagarin 

(2017), in their replication and extension of the Moon and Reger (2014) study, found that 

Evangelical relationship advice books consistently set higher sexual purity standards for 

women than men, expecting women to dress modestly and refrain from flirting, and 

blaming men’s sexually “impure” behaviour on women’s lack of purity adherence. 

Furthermore, female-directed books in Klement and Sagarin’s (2017) sample frequently 

justified male-perpetrated sexual violence as a natural consequence of women’s non-

purity adherent behaviour (such as flirting or dressing immodestly). 

Sexual Purity Codes 

 Based on my review of the literature, I will be using the term “sexual purity 

codes” to refer to behaviours associated with adhering to sexual purity (prior to marriage) 

in the Evangelical context. In this research, sexual purity codes include maintaining 

virginity and remaining sexually abstinent outside of the context of monogamous 

heterosexual marriage, as well as specific forms of “gatekeeping” behaviour required of 

women including wearing modest clothing and refraining from flirting. 
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Attitudes Toward Sexual Assault in Evangelical Communities 

Rape Myth Acceptance in Evangelical Communities  

While Moon and Reger (2014) and Klement and Sagarin (2016) found evidence 

of rape myths (or environments conducive to rape myths) and victim blame in their 

content analyses of Evangelical relationship advice books, quantitative findings on the 

association among religious variables and RMA have been mixed. While there is not a 

strong or consistent association between RMA and religiosity in the literature, the 

interactions between gender and religious variables (including religiosity and 

denominational affiliation) appear to impact RMA to some degree (Freymeyer, 1997; 

Navarro & Tewksbury, 2018; Suarez & Gadalla, 2010).  

 In a study of students at a Protestant-affiliated college in the United States, 

Freymeyer (1997) found that religiosity was associated with RMA, but only when 

controlling for gender, with higher religiosity associated with higher RMA for men and 

lower RMA for women. While 43% of the sample reported that they considered 

themselves “born again”, which could signify an Evangelical or fundamentalist 

affiliation, there was no significant difference in RMA for this portion of the sample 

(Freymeyer, 1997). 

 Navarro and Tewksbury (2018), in a large study of university students in the 

United States, disaggregated their sample by denomination and found a similar pattern to 

Freymeyer (1997), but only among Catholic students. While Catholic students had the 

highest RMA in the sample, Catholic women were significantly more likely to reject rape 

myths whereas Catholic men significantly more likely to accept them (Navarro & 
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Tewksbury, 2018). Likewise, Catholics with the highest religiosity7 were significantly 

more likely to reject rape myths, whereas Catholics with the lowest religiosity were 

significantly more likely to accept them (Navarro & Tewksbury, 2018). Nonetheless, in 

the sample as a whole - apart from agnosticism, which strongly predicted rape myth 

rejection - demographic and lifestyle variables such as gender, grade point average 

(GPA), and knowing a victim of sexual assault were more predictive of RMA than 

religiosity or religious affiliation (Navarro & Tewksbury, 2018). However, while the 

(Evangelical) Protestant denominations in their sample (Baptists and Presbyterians) 

showed non-relationships with RMA, Baptists and Presbyterians reporting the highest 

religiosity did not have a significant difference in rates of RMA across genders, which is 

a highly unusual finding (Navarro and Tewksbury, 2018).   

 This near symmetry between genders was reflected in Giovanelli and Jackson’s 

(2013) study of RMA at an Evangelical Protestant university in the United States. While 

male students were more likely than female students to endorse rape myths (albeit by a 

smaller margin than other populations), women did not have significantly lower RMA 

(Giovanelli & Jackson, 2013). One possible reason for this gender symmetry may be the 

popularity of complementary gender role ideology in Evangelical communities. In an 

experimental study, Ståhl, Eek, & Kazemi (2010) found that activating complementary 

stereotypes about women – which suggest that a disadvantage in one area is an advantage 

 

7 Here, religiosity refers to a composite measure that includes both self-rated importance and religious 

practice. Unlike Freymeyer (1997), Navarro and Tewksbury (2018) did not explore the interaction of 

religiosity and gender. 
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in another – mediated the link between modern sexism8 and victim blame among female 

participants. Ståhl et al. (2010) suggest that this may be because complementary 

stereotypes rhetorically mask systemic injustice by reframing apparent inequality as a 

natural balance. For male participants, modern sexism had a direct relationship with 

victim blame (Ståhl et al., 2010).   

 Lending support to the notion that complementarian gender role beliefs may 

impact RMA in religious communities, Barker and Galliher (2017) found that traditional 

gender role adherence mediated the association between fundamentalist religious beliefs 

and RMA for both men and women in their study of college students affiliated with 

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints (LDS). Furthermore, traditional gender role 

adherence mediated the link between fundamentalism and sexual assault perpetration in 

men (Barker & Galliher, 2017). While the LDS community is theologically distinct from 

the Evangelical Protestant community, they share similar gender role ideologies (Burke 

& Hudec, 2015).  

 Lastly, it may be that participation in religious communities encourages the 

support specific rape myths but does not contribute to greater RMA overall. In a study of 

students from three rural colleges in the United States (two of which were Protestant and 

one of which was secular), Vanderwoerd (2009) found that, while attending a religiously-

affiliated college was not associated with higher RMA, students at the religiously-

affiliated colleges were significantly more likely to endorse the myth that “a woman’s 

 

8 The Modern Sexism Scale (Swim et al., 1995) operationalizes modern sexism as the “denial of continuing 

gender discrimination, antagonism towards women’s demands, and resentment towards special favors for 

women” (Ståhl et al., 2010, p. 244). 
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appearance, actions, and reputation encourage sexual assault” (p. 22). This rape myth, 

which focuses on victim blame and standards for women’s behaviour, reflects Klement 

and Sagarin’s (2017) findings that Evangelical relationship advice books frame sexual 

assault as a consequence that women may face for deviating from sexual purity codes.   

Victim Blame in Evangelical Communities 

Although fewer studies of Evangelicals’ attitudes toward sexual assault have 

explored the impact of rape myths, sexual scripts, and religious beliefs on victim blame, 

Sheldon and Parent (2002), in their vignette-based study of Christian religious leaders in 

the United States, found that the majority of participants adhered to rape myths and 

engaged in victim blame to some degree, despite acknowledging that the victim had not 

given consent and, thus, that a sexual assault had occurred (Sheldon & Parent, 2002). 

Concerningly, 75% of participants reported having previously counselled a victim of 

sexual assault. 

 In their analysis of participants’ open-ended responses, Sheldon and Parent (2002) 

found that the most common justification for victim blame was that the (female) victim 

had behaved in a way that was inappropriate in relation to gender role expectations. 

Victim blame was particularly elevated in the acquaintance rape vignette, which involved 

a married woman consensually kissing a man who was not her husband prior to the 

assault – violating both community gender role expectations and her marriage vows 

(Sheldon & Parent, 2002). Fundamentalist Christian clergy (a label which includes, 

though does not encompass, Evangelical Protestants) were more likely to hold sexist 

beliefs and engage in victim blame (Sheldon & Parent, 2002).   
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 Through the framework of biblical inerrancy, Evangelical theology emphasizes 

individual believers’ authority to interpret scripture, but implicitly imposes an 

interpretative lens that prioritizes, amongst other things, a focus on individual sinfulness 

and morality. Sexual purity (often shortened to “purity”) is a core aspect of Evangelical 

belief (at least at the institutional level) and is often operationalized in gendered ways that 

promote the traditional heterosexual script casting men as “initiators” and women as 

“gatekeepers”. In abstinence resources, heterosexual marriage, rather than consent, is 

often presented as the dividing line between religiously permissible sex and sexual sin, 

and Evangelical relationship advice books have been found to contain victim blame and 

environments conducive for rape myths.  

While there is no consistent association between religiosity and RMA in the 

literature on Evangelical communities, the interaction of gender and religiosity/religious 

affiliation appears to be associated with RMA to some degree. Two studies found some 

degree of gender symmetry in RMA in their (Evangelical) Protestant samples, which is 

unusual, and one study found that traditional gender role adherence played a mediating 

role between fundamentalism and RMA. Christians may also accept certain victim-

blaming rape myths at higher rates, but not have higher RMA overall. Indeed, a 

qualitative study of Christian religious leaders found that most participants engaged in 

victim blame to some degree, and this was particularly elevated when the victim violated 

gender role expectations. Thus, it appears gender role expectations and the traditional 

heterosexual script may play a key role in attitudes toward sexual assault among 

Evangelicals.  
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CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH DESIGN 

Research Questions 

My review of the literature found that sexual purity plays a central role in 

Evangelical theology and culture and that some Evangelical abstinence resources contain 

rape myths, rape myth supportive ideologies, and messages promoting victim blame. 

Furthermore, there is evidence that traditional gender role beliefs impact RMA and 

victim blame in Christian communities. Thus, there is a need for research explicitly 

examining whether sexual purity codes appear to be associated with attitudes toward 

sexual assault among Evangelical youth. 

 I am seeking to answer the following questions through this research: 

1. How do Evangelical abstinence books define and script sexual assault and 

consent? 

2. How do Evangelical youth define sexual assault and consent? 

3. What is the relationship between sexual purity codes and young Evangelicals’ 

attitudes toward sexual assault and consent? 

Methods 

I used two qualitative data sources to conduct this research: content analysis of 

Evangelical abstinence books aimed at unmarried youth, focus groups with Evangelical 

young adults (ages 19-30) in New Brunswick, and follow-up interviews with select focus 

group participants.  

Content Analysis 

 I began with a content analysis of Evangelical abstinence books, building a 

purposive sample (female-directed, male-directed, and mixed-gender books) from the list 
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of top Christian purity books on Goodreads.com and the best-selling Christian teen 

“virtues and values” books on Amazon.com in early 2018. My final sample consisted of: 

Table 1 

Content Analysis Sample 

Female-Directed: 

• And the Bride Wore White: Seven Secrets to Sexual Purity (Gresh, 2012) 

• Every Young Woman’s Battle: Guarding Your Mind, Heart, and Body in a Sex-

Saturated World (Etheridge & Arterburn, 2004) 

Male-Directed: 

• Every Young Man’s Battle: Strategies for Victory in the Real World of Sexual 

Temptation (Arterburn et al., 2002) 

Mixed Gender: 

• When God Writes Your Love Story: The Ultimate Guide to Guy/Girl Relationships 

(Ludy & Ludy, 2009) 

• The Purity Code (Burns, 2008) 

• I Kissed Dating Goodbye (Harris, 2003) 

 

While Moon and Reger (2014) and Klement and Sagarin (2017), in previous 

content analyses, included books directed at both married and unmarried Evangelicals, I 

only included books directed toward unmarried youth and young adults. Although the 

concept of sexual purity is more holistic than just premarital abstinence, and includes 

fidelity after marriage, most sexual purity-focused resources are abstinence-related, and 

primarily invoke the concept of sexual purity to refer to virginity (Gardner, 2011). 

However, Evangelical marriage books would be a fruitful place for future analysis, 

particularly given the common rape myth that “husbands can’t rape wives” (Edwards et 

al., 2011) and Moon and Reger’s (2014) finding that saying “yes” to sexual activity was 

presented as the only appropriate option within marriage. 

 My content analysis was guided by the following questions: 
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1) How do Evangelical authors define consent and sexual assault in youth-directed 

abstinence books? 

2) How do labelled and unlabelled narratives of sexual assault differ? 

a. Are unlabelled incidents less likely to adhere to the real rape script? 

b. Are unlabelled incidents less likely to be considered “rape” under 

American law? 

3) How does the traditional heterosexual script impact the presentation of sexual 

violence in the text? 

4) How do rape myths impact the presentation of sexual violence in the text? 

 

 I began by gathering excerpts from each of the six books depicting or referring to 

sexual activity involving at least two people, the consent process, and explicit mentions 

of non-consensual sexual activity excluding childhood sexual abuse. A total of 156 

excerpts met these criteria. Then, guided by the affirmative consent standard in current 

Canadian sexual assault law, in which consent must be clear, capable (ie: not intoxicated 

or unconscious), and ongoing, I coded for incidents or examples of sexual assault and 

consent that were not explicitly labelled as such by the authors (Randall, 2011).  

 I determined that 36 of the 156 excerpts depicted or referred to sexual assault. 

However only four excerpts met the criteria for affirmative consent. Because the 

remaining 67 excerpts in this category did not contain any information that implied that 

they were not consensual (reflecting the “no means no” framework of consent), I recoded 

them as consensual, with a separate category for the four excerpts that met affirmative 

consent criteria. Nonetheless, even after expanding my inclusion criteria for consensual 

sexual activity, this still left me with 49 ambiguous excerpts that were not clear examples 

of either consensual sexual activity or sexual assault. To analyze these examples, I 

applied a sexual coercion/sexual aggression framework and was able to re-categorize all 

but 9 as either sexual aggression or sexual coercion (DeGue & DeLillo, 2005). I then 

divided my findings into narratives and definitions/concepts in order to facilitate my 
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script-based analysis and compared labelled and unlabelled narratives of sexual assault. I 

first compared the labelled and unlabelled sexual assault narratives to American sexual 

assault law, as each book in my sample was written by an American author, and 

American sexual assault does not capture all the dynamics of sexual violence present in 

Canadian sexual assault law. I conducted this analysis using two reviews of the literature, 

as American sexual assault law varies by state (Levine, 2018; Tracy et al., 2012). I then 

coded for the real rape script (Ryan, 2011). Turning my focus again to the sample as a 

whole, I coded for the traditional heterosexual script (Gavey, 2005). Lastly, I coded for 

rape myths, guided by the Illinois Rape Myth Acceptance Scale and interpreting “rape” as 

any form of sexual assault (Payne et al., 1999).   

Vignette Development 

Based on the findings of my content analysis, I then constructed 3 vignettes 

depicting fictitious but realistic sexual assault scenarios to use as stimulus materials for 

focus groups with Evangelical young adults, varying the degree to which the victim 

adhered to relevant sexual purity codes to explore whether the victim’s adherence to or 

deviation from sexual purity codes appeared to be associated with participants’ attitudes 

toward sexual assault. Each vignette contained unlabelled, behavioural depictions of 

sexual violence, allowing the focus group participants to assess the vignettes and 

determine whether or not they believed that a sexual assault had occurred. Each vignette, 

however, did feature a depiction of sexual assault that qualified as sexual assault under 

Canadian law (Randall, 2011). The same vignettes were used for the male and female 

focus groups to facilitate comparison. The vignettes (APPENDIX C), semi-structured 
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focus group guide (APPENDIX A), and semi-structured interview guide (APPENDIX B) 

were not piloted prior to data collection.  

Focus Groups  

 Following the creation of the vignettes, I conducted a series of focus groups to 

explore how Evangelical young adults responded to the vignettes, and whether the 

victim’s purity adherence appeared to be associated with their attributions of 

responsibility and attitudes toward sexual assault. I based my focus group design on 

Deming, Krassen Covan, Swan, and Billing’s (2013) qualitative study of attitudes toward 

sexual assault among female college students in the United States, but modified my 

approach to examine the role of  the victim’s purity adherence rather than the victim’s 

alcohol consumption. Focus groups are commonly used as a method for discussing 

sensitive topics, as the format does not force individual participants to answer questions if 

they are uncomfortable but can also embolden participants to discuss taboo topics 

through a sense of “safety in numbers” (Barbour, 2007; Kitzinger 1994, p.112). Vignettes 

(and other stimulus materials) help to depersonalize the topic at hand, which reduces the 

pressure on participants to engage in personal disclosure and helps the group consider 

future social responses in a similar context (Schoenberg & Ravdal, 2002). 

 Another benefit of conducting focus groups, as opposed to sending out surveys or 

conducting one-on-one interviews, is that they enabled me to explore how Evangelical 

young adults collectively processed and responded to the vignettes, which is particularly 

relevant given that sexual decision-making is constructed as a collective process in 

Evangelical youth/young adult culture through accountability groups and abstinence 
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advocacy (Diefendorf, 2015; Deming et al., 2013; Sharma, 2008). While focus groups are 

not an appropriate method for assessing individual attitudes, as individuals’ comments 

are highly contingent on context, group dynamics, and the responses of other participants, 

focus groups can provide insight into the ways people socially negotiate and construct 

meaning (Barbour, 2007). For example, focus groups can reveal group norms, both when 

group consensus is asserted, and in moments of dissent and censure – which give the 

researcher the opportunity to examine what arguments and evidence people use to 

support their perspectives, and which of those are compelling to the group as a whole 

(Kitzinger, 1994).   

 I began the recruitment process for the focus groups by attempting a snowball 

sampling strategy – emailing local Evangelical churches based on my personal 

knowledge of the religious landscape in my city, supplemented with digital searches on 

Google and social media for Evangelical churches in the area. I contacted pastors and 

other ministry leaders by email and encouraged them to pass along my information to 

young adults in their congregation. However, I had minimal success with this strategy. I 

only began to successfully recruit participants when I started attending church services 

and Bible studies to pitch my research in person. While my initial goal was to recruit 16-

32 participants, my final sample size was 13 (6 men and 7 women). After each focus 

group, participants completed an anonymous demographic questionnaire (see 

APPENDIX D). Sample demographics are highlighted in TABLE 2 below: 
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Table 2 

Denominational Affiliation 

Demographics n (%) 

Gender 

    Female 

    Male 

 

7 (53.8) 

6 (46.2) 

Age group 

    20-24 

    25-29  

 

9 (69.2) 

4 (30.8) 

Sexual Orientation 

    Heterosexual  

 

13 (100) 

Race/Ethnicity 

    White 

     Latinx 

 

12 (92.3) 

1 (7.7) 

Denomination 

Baptist 

Baptist/Non-Denominational 

New Frontiers 

Wesleyan 

Other 

 

4 (30.8) 

2 (15.4) 

2 (15.4) 

2 (15.4) 

3 (23.1) 

 

Recruiting participants in person and relying on my predominantly white social networks 

to access church events likely contributed to the racial homogeneity of this sample. 

However, I was surprised that the sample was exclusively heterosexual. No incentives 

were offered for participation, which may have contributed to my difficulty recruiting 

participants.  

Given the gendered nature of abstinence rhetoric as well as my intention to 

conduct comparisons across gender, I conducted a total of four gender-segregated focus 

group (two men’s groups and two women’s groups) on a local university campus using a 
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semi-structured focus group guide (SEE APPENDIX A). I facilitated each session with 

support from a research assistant who was present to take notes and manage other 

administrative tasks. I also hired a counsellor to be present at each session in case any 

participants had adverse reactions to the content. Thankfully, no participants required the 

support of the counsellor during the focus group sessions. At the end of each session, I 

debriefed the participants, explaining that each vignette featured an example of sexual 

assault, and provided resources for survivors of sexual violence in the local community.  

 I transcribed my data verbatim, and then coded my transcripts line-by-line on 

NVivo using Values Coding (Saldaña, 2016). I coded for each instance in which a 

participant expressed a value (a moral principle or norm), a belief (how the world 

functions, what is true), or an attitude (how the participant feels about something) 

pertaining to my research questions (Saldaña, 2016). For example, many participants in 

this study stated that Christians should be abstinent outside of marriage (value), argued 

that it is God’s will (belief), but then complained that it makes dating relationships 

exceedingly difficult (attitude).  

 I then conducted a secondary analysis of my data guided by my research 

questions. I analyzed definitions of sexual assault and consent, victim blame, and 

attribution of responsibility to the perpetrator and then coded for variation across gender. 

Interestingly, I found that the men in my sample were evenly split between the far ends of 

the victim blame spectrum: three men engaged in explicit victim blame, while the other 

three men explicitly rejected victim blame. However, when examining the attitudes, 

values, and beliefs expressed by the men in my sample, I noted that all three men who 

engaged in victim blame also expressed their explicit support for purity, while the three 
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men who rejected victim blame all expressed criticism toward purity. Thus, I coded my 

findings based on participants’ stated attitudes toward purity (in addition to gender), 

which seemed to better captured the variance in attitudes toward sexual assault among 

both men and women.  

Interviews 

Following a preliminary analysis of the focus group data, I selected four 

participants to interview one-on-one who engaged in or rejected victim blame most 

strongly, with one woman and one man from each category. I conducted these interviews 

using a semi-structured interview guide (see APPENDIX B) that I developed based on 

my preliminary analysis of the focus group data. Participants were asked about their 

focus group experience and if they generally agreed with their fellow participants, if they 

were familiar with the content analysis sample, what resources they would recommend to 

other Christians on sexual ethics, and a specific follow-up question about a comment they 

had made during the focus group that pertained to the research questions. The interviews 

were digitally recorded and transcribed verbatim. I organized my interview data with 

NVivo and analyzed them guided by my research questions as well as the values, 

attitudes, and beliefs that I found in my analysis of the focus group data (Saldaña, 2016). 

Barbour (2007) recommends approaching focus group and interview data as parallel data 

sets, with focus groups highlighting public discourse and interviews highlighting private 

discourse. Thus, following my analysis of the interview data, I compared the interview 

findings with the focus group findings to examine differences and similarities between 

these participants’ public and private discourse.  
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CHAPTER 4: CONTENT ANALYSIS FINDINGS 

In this chapter, I outline the findings from my content analysis of Evangelical 

abstinence books directed toward unmarried youth and young adults. The sample 

consisted of two female-directed books, one male-directed book, and three mixed gender 

books. The primary goal of this content analysis was to determine how consent, 

consensual sexual activity, and sexual assault were defined and scripted in Evangelical 

abstinence books in order to develop stimulus material for the focus groups.  

I gathered a total of 156 textual excerpts from the books in this sample depicting 

sexual activity (involving at least two people), the consent process, and explicit mentions 

of non-consensual sexual activity excluding childhood sexual abuse. I then analyzed the 

excerpts for definitions and depictions of consent, consensual sexual activity, and sexual 

assault. Lastly, I analyzed the excerpts in my sample for the real rape script (Ryan, 2011), 

the traditional heterosexual script (Gavey, 2005), and rape myths (Payne et al., 1999).  

Definitions of Consent 

None of the six books in this sample use or define the word “consent”. 

“Consensual” is used as a qualifier once, with the authors of Every Young Man’s Battle 

stating “Even consensual sex between two married people can involve sin depending on 

what a person might be thinking at the time” (Arterburn et al., 2002, p. 109). In this case, 

while the authors are referring to sexual fantasy and pornography use, they do imply that 

sex within marriage requires consent. 

 Although none of the books in this sample explicitly define consent, all six books 

emphasize the importance of maintaining sexual boundaries, usually applying a “no 
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means no” framework of consent. However, the books in this sample generally refer to 

“purity” boundaries that can be determined in advance, rather than the consent process 

immediately preceding or during sexual activity. For example, the authors of Every 

Young Man’s Battle urge readers to  

Prepare with a few “war game” simulations. What will you say if she drops by 

after school? What will you do if she starts unbuttoning her blouse? Josh 

McDowell tells teens to decide what they’ll do in the backseat of the car before 

they ever get to the backseat of the car. Otherwise passion rules, and reasoning 

isn’t clear (Arterburn et al., 2002, p. 192). 

 

Likewise, the authors of Every Young Woman’s Battle encourage readers to give their 

partners “fair warning” about their preferences in terms of premarital kissing so that their 

partners do not “cross this boundary” in the moment (Etheridge & Arterburn, 2004, p. 

190).  

 Indeed, the authors of When God Writes Your Love Story suggest implementing 

relationship boundaries such as “not being alone together, not having erotic 

conversations, putting strict limits on physical touch” to avoid being in any situations 

where (implicitly consensual) sexual activity might occur altogether (Ludy & Ludy, 

2009, p. 279). The author of And the Bride Wore White even goes so far as to argue that 

having to explicitly say “no” is a last resort that is only required when women have failed 

to adhere to sexual purity codes. Gresh explains 

If you are truly “governed by your value,” you should never find yourself in a 

compromising situation. Unfortunately, I know some of you will find yourselves 

in that position, anyway. Are you prepared to stop things? (2012, p. 1294) 

 

While refusing sexual activity for any reason, including a desire to adhere to sexual 

purity codes, is a valid part of the consent process, the goal of the boundaries presented 

by these authors appears to be preventing (implicitly) consensual sexual activity for 
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religious reasons, rather than ensuring both parties are cognizant of one another’s 

comfort, safety, and enthusiastic participation if sexual activity occurs. 

Out of all six books in this sample, only The Purity Code and Every Young 

Woman’s Battle argue that both “purity” boundaries and personal comfort and desire are 

valid reasons to refuse sexual activity. The author of The Purity Code explains 

Make sure you understand that no one has the right to make you feel 

uncomfortable by a touch or word. You have the right to say no to anyone or 

anything that doesn’t fit within the Purity Code or makes you feel uncomfortable, 

or even awkward (Burns, 2008, p. 158). 

 

He continues 

 

Nobody has the right to touch your body in a sexual way without your permission, 

regardless of how much he or she loves you, how much money they have spent on 

you, or for any other reason. Anytime a touch makes you feel uncomfortable you 

have the right to say no. You never owe another person the right to touch you. 

Trust your gut feelings. Pressuring, exploiting, or abusing another person is never 

acceptable in any relationship. (Burns, 2008, p. 165) 

 

However, like the excerpts addressing sexual boundaries, these excerpts only provide 

examples of someone verbally refusing sexual activity and do not offer any guidance on 

how to ensure affirmative consent is part of any sexual activity that occurs. 

 Indeed, of the 71 excerpts depicting consensual sexual activity in this sample, 

only four excerpts from three different books depict affirmative consent (Every Young 

Man’s Battle, Every Young Woman’s Battle, and I Kissed Dating Goodbye). Consider this 

excerpt from I Kissed Dating Goodbye 

Dave and Heidi didn’t mean to make out with each other on their first date. 

Really. Dave doesn’t have “only one thing on his mind,” and Heidi isn’t “that 

kind of girl.” It just happened. They had gone to a concert together and afterward 

watched a video at Heidi’s house. During the movie, Heidi made a joke about 

Dave’s attempt at dancing during the concert. He started tickling her. Their 

playful wrestling suddenly stopped when they found themselves staring into each 
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other’s eyes as Dave was leaning over her on the living room floor. They kissed. 

It was like something out of a movie. It felt so right (Harris, 2003, p. 39). 

 

While this excerpt does not depict verbal consent, it does depict mutual desire and clear 

non-verbal communication and consent with each new form of intimate contact. This 

excerpt sharply differs from most depictions of consensual sexual activity in this sample, 

which tend to offer as little detail as possible. For example, the authors of When God 

Writes Your Love Story skip the details entirely in the following excerpt, narrating: “One 

evening, passion unexpectedly overcame common sense, and the next thing they knew, 

they were waking up in bed together, stunned by what they had allowed themselves to 

do” (Ludy & Ludy, 2009, p. 237). While their use of “passion” implies the sexual activity 

that occurred was consensual, it is impossible to know if it met the standards of 

affirmative consent as the narrative “time jumps” over the sexual encounter itself. 

 Interestingly, even the one excerpt of sexual activity within marriage that meets 

an affirmative consent standard is presented negatively in this sample, even though it is 

framed as a religiously permissible context for sexual activity to occur. The authors of 

Every Young Woman’s Battle quote an interviewee, who explains 

I was disappointed in our sex life when I got married. I expected that my husband 

would have the same magic touch that I had with myself, but he is rougher and 

more aggressive than I am used to. I’ve tried to teach him what I like, but one 

night after I tried to coach him, he responded, ‘Why don’t you just do it yourself 

if you don’t like the way I do it?’ On the one hand, I was relieved that I could 

finally do what felt good to me, but on the other hand, I know it must have been a 

blow to his ego that I’m not as aroused by his touch as I am by my own 

(Etheridge & Arterburn, 2004, p. 48). 

 

Here, the interviewee providing feedback to her husband during sexual activity about her 

comfort and desire is presented as a cautionary tale against masturbation rather than as an 

interpersonally difficult but important aspect of affirmative consent. 
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 Given that a central goal of these books is to discourage premarital sex, it is 

understandable (though not constructive for their readers) that the authors generally do 

not provide detailed, appealing descriptions of premarital sexual activity featuring mutual 

desire and enthusiastic, ongoing agreement to participate. However, consent is a term that 

encompasses both agreement and refusal, and it is concerning that each book in this 

sample fails to instruct readers on their responsibility to practice affirmative consent by 

honouring non-verbal sexual refusal from their partners and to discuss and honour 

boundaries in the moment as well as in advance. 

Definitions of Sexual Assault 

While four of the six books mention sexual assault explicitly, only two of the 

books define it (The Purity Code, Every Young Woman’s Battle). Alarmingly, given that 

96% of the perpetrators of sexual assault are men, the male-directed book in this sample, 

Every Young Man’s Battle, neither explicitly mentions nor defines sexual assault (FSAC, 

2018).  

 Although only two books in this sample define sexual assault, their definitions are 

broad and address various dimensions of sexual violence. For example, while the authors 

of Every Young Woman’s Battle focus on penetrative sexual violence involving physical 

force in their definition, they also argue that it is ultimately conscious, willing choice that 

distinguishes consensual sex from sexual assault: 

Rape and promiscuity are entirely different things. If you have been raped, do not 

make the mistake of believing that you are no longer pure or that you have no 

reason to save yourself any longer. The status of your purity isn’t determined by 

whether anyone has penetrated your genitals or physically forced you to do things 

you didn’t want to do, but by whether you have chosen to use your body to 

sexually stimulate or grant sexual pleasure to another. If you have never made that 
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kind of conscious, willing decision, but were raped or sexually abused, you are 

still pure (Etheridge & Arterburn, 2004, p.76). 

 

Likewise, the author of The Purity Code defines sexual assault as something that “occurs 

when a male or female is tricked, coerced, seduced, intimidated, manipulated into 

cooperating, or forced into not offering resistance to sexual activity with another person” 

(Burns, 2008, p. 165). Interestingly, Burns’ use of “seduction” extends beyond the scope 

of both Canadian and American sexual assault law, as well as the definition of sexual 

assault used in this study (Levine, 2018; Randall, 2011; Tracy et al., 2012).  

Labeled and Unlabeled Sexual Assault Narratives 

Out of a total of 156 excerpts depicting or referring to sexual activity in this 

sample, 12 consist of sexual assault narratives. However, only six of the 12 narratives are 

labelled as sexual assault by the authors. Interestingly, despite explicitly defining sexual 

assault in their books, the authors of both The Purity Code and Every Young Woman’s 

Battle disproportionately fail to label narratives of sexual assault as such (contributing 

four of the six excerpts in this category) even though the unlabeled sexual assault 

narratives fall within the scope of their definitions. 

All the explicitly labeled narratives qualify as sexual assault both within Canadian 

and America law (Levine, 2018; Randall, 2011; Tracy et al., 2012). In the American 

context, all the incidents mentioned, because they involve forced penetration, reflect the 

most serious level of offense (Tracy et al., 2012). In contrast to the labelled narratives of 
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sexual assault, four to five9 of the six unlabeled narratives do not involve penetration and 

would be considered sexual contact crimes in the United States (Tracy et al., 2012). 

However, all the unlabeled excerpts still qualify as sexual assault level 1 in Canada, as 

Canadian law grades severity on the level of physical violence, rather than type of sexual 

contact (Randall, 2011). Furthermore, all the unlabeled excerpts still unambiguously 

depict sexual violence. 

In the labelled sexual assault narratives, four of the six perpetrators are boyfriends 

of the victims, one is an acquaintance, and only one is a stranger. Likewise, in the 

unlabeled sexual assault narratives, two perpetrators are co-workers, two are 

acquaintances, one is a friend, and one is a boyfriend, but all are known to the victim. 

Thus, both the labeled and unlabeled sexual assault narratives tend to challenge the real 

rape script and the myth that “boyfriends do not rape” (Conroy & Cotter, 2017; Payne et 

al., 1999; Ryan, 2011).  

There are two primary ways in which the labeled sexual assault narratives differ 

from the unlabeled sexual assault narratives. First, unlabeled narratives tend to depict 

non-penetrative sexual assault, whereas labeled narratives exclusively refer to penetrative 

sexual assault. Second, while the victim is blamed in only one of the six labeled sexual 

assault narratives, the victim is blamed in five of the six unlabeled sexual assault 

narratives. Consider the following excerpt from Every Young Woman’s Battle: 

He started saying sexual things to me, and on the last day, he gave me one of his 

tight hugs and then slowly moved his hands down my back and grabbed my 

 

9 In one of the excerpts the type of sexual contact is not specified. 
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behind. I wanted to be offended, but I knew I had led him on with my flirting. 

(Etheridge & Arterburn, 2004, p. 98) 

 

Indeed, in the unlabeled sexual assault narratives, three of the victims are blamed for 

flirting and/or wearing revealing clothing, one is blamed for initiating non-sexual 

physical contact with the perpetrator, and one is blamed for drinking. Note how the 

following excerpt from The Purity Code is framed as a cautionary tale against drinking 

rather than as an example of sexual assault: 

She wasn’t sure how many beers she drank, but when we later talked, it wasn’t 

the beer she worried about. She was worried that she had gone all the way with 

Robert. She apparently had passed out, and when she woke up, her underwear was 

not where it should have been. She was so scared. Fortunately for Julia, she 

wasn’t pregnant, but how sad to think that her first sexual experience happened 

while she was passed out with a guy who totally took advantage of her naiveté 

(Burns, 2008, p. 116). 

 

Despite explicitly defining sexual assault in the same book, the author of The Purity Code 

mislabels this incident, in which the victim is sexually assaulted while unconscious, as 

“her first sexual experience” (Burns, 2008, p. 116). 

Ambiguous Excerpts 

While 71 of the excerpts in this sample depict or refer to consensual sexual 

activity and 36 depict or refer to sexual assault, I was unable to classify the remaining 49 

excerpts as either consensual sexual activity or sexual assault due to contradictory or 

limited information provided by the authors. However, when I applied a sexual 

aggression/sexual coercion framework, I was able to reclassify 40 of the 49 excerpts as 

either sexually aggressive or sexually coercive (DeGue & DeLillo, 2005). 

 Most of the ambiguous excerpts endorse or reflect the traditional heterosexual 

script, and the combination of male sexual aggression (the male sex drive discourse) and 
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a lack of sexual desire on the part of women (the “to have and to hold” discourse) made it 

difficult to determine whether or not these excerpts were referring to consensual sexual 

activity (Gavey, 2005). Take, for example, this ambiguous sexually aggressive narrative: 

His desires were ones I could not identify as he groped and grabbed at me every 

chance he had. I was like a deer in oncoming headlights. I did not know how to 

respond. I wanted him to stop forcing his desires upon me, yet they had awakened 

other desires within me. I wanted to belong to him and be wanted by him (Gresh, 

2012, p. 365). 

 

This excerpt is presented by the author as consensual in the broader narrative, but her 

description of herself freezing and her boyfriend groping her and “forcing his desires” on 

her sound more like sexual assault than consensual sexual activity. Indeed, terms like 

“pressure” and “push” are prevalent throughout the aggressive and coercive excerpts - 

referring, for the most part, to male behaviour. Men’s sexual behaviour is described as 

“taking” or in other ways that imply that the man in question has power or control over 

his female partner. In contrast, women’s sexual behaviour is often referred to with terms 

like “yield”, “gave in”, “allowed” – normalizing male sexual aggression and reinforcing 

women’s role as gatekeepers. When God Writes Your Love Story goes so far as to 

describe remaining a virgin as an “an unending battle” for Christian women, even in 

relationships with Christian men (Ludy & Ludy, 2009, p. 120). Likewise, the author of 

And the Bride Wore White urges her readers to assume “that boys will nearly always be 

the aggressors” in sexual encounters (Gresh, 2012, p. 1382). 

 The authors in this sample generally adhere to the “to have and to hold” discourse 

when addressing women’s sexual decision-making. Consider this excerpt from The 

Purity Code:  
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At age seventeen Susan had so compromised her view of radical respect that she 

became sexually active with a guy who was cute and popular but really only 

wanted one thing: sex. She gave her body as an act of love, and he gladly 

accepted it as an act of lust (Burns, 2008, p. 82). 

 

Here, a desire for love, rather than sexual desire in and of itself, is presented as this young 

woman’s motivation for engaging in sexual activity. The author I Kissed Dating Goodbye 

sums this up concisely, stating “We must realize that girls don’t struggle with the same 

temptations we struggle with. We wrestle more with our sex drives, while girls struggle 

more with their emotions” (Harris, 2003, p. 98).  

 Indeed, women’s sexual desire is largely absent from excerpts in this sample, but 

its absence is not problematized by the authors. For example, the authors of Every Young 

Man’s Battle share this ambiguous narrative: 

I quietly reached for Melissa, and she knew exactly where I was headed. Melissa 

looked up at me with a deep sadness in her big brown eyes, the moonlight framing 

her innocent face. “You know I’m saving myself for marriage - hopefully ours,” 

she said. “If you push forward with this, I want you to know that I won’t stop you. 

But I will never be able to respect you as much as I do right now, and that would 

make me very sad for a very long time” (Arterburn et al., 2002, p. 9) 

 

Here, Melissa’s lack of sexual desire is presented entirely unproblematically by the 

authors, who describe her offer to cease resisting her boyfriend’s sexual advances as “the 

ultimate pop quiz”, and argue that the boyfriend passed “with flying colors” by choosing 

not to sexually assault her (Arterburn et al., 2002, p. 9). Interestingly, when women’s 

sexual desire is presented in this sample, it is often condemned. The authors of Every 

Young Woman’s Battle frame a woman’s desire to engage in sexual activity with her 

boyfriend as an issue requiring therapeutic intervention. They explain: 

If it is your idea and desire to perform oral sex to make [your boyfriend] happy, 

we recommend you run to the nearest professional counselor at your church or 
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school to sort through this issue before you begin doing things you’ll regret” 

(Etheridge & Arterburn, 2004, p. 172).  

 

Likewise, women sexually pursuing men is explicitly condemned as both a sin and a 

deviation from God’s design in four of the six books in this sample (Every Young 

Woman’s Battle, And the Bride Wore White, When God Writes Your Love Story, Every 

Young Man’s Battle). For example, the author of And the Bride Wore White complains 

So now we have girls pursuing guys … sexually! I receive frantic letters from 

moms of teen sons asking what can be done to protect her son from aggressive 

girls. I get letters from young adult men about how to protect themselves from 

“cougars”. It’s out of control! (Gresh, 2012, p. 1147) 

 

Thus, the alternative to the “to have and to hold” discourse in this sample is not mutual 

sexual desire, but sexual aggression committed by women against men. 

 While the authors in this sample do not condone male sexual aggression, they do 

suggest that it is an innate part of masculinity, with the authors of Every Young Man’s 

Battle arguing “Why the prevalence of sexual sin among men? We got there naturally - 

simply by being male” (Arterburn et al., 2002, p. 54). They continue: “Our bodies often 

break ranks, engaging in battle against us. The traitorous tendency pushes our sexual 

drive to ignore God’s standards” (Arterburn et al., 2002, p. 55).  However, while male 

sexual aggression is not presented as religiously permissible behaviour, the male sex 

drive discourse itself is sacralized. For example, the authors of Every Young Woman’s 

Battle graft the traditional heterosexual script onto the biblical narrative of Adam and 

Eve, stating: 

Now if Adam was so much like Eve that all he wanted to do was walk in the 

garden holding hands with his wife, pick flowers, and share his innermost 

thoughts and feelings, would they have ever gotten around to having sex? 

Probably not. But God placed in Adam an ability to be turned on simply at the 

sight of Eve’s extraordinary beauty so that he would want to obey God’s 
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command to “multiply and increase in number” (Etheridge and Arterburn, 2004, 

p. 17). 

 

Thus, for authors in this sample, it is not male sexual aggression that is an issue (or an 

absence of sexual desire from women), but male sexual aggression outside of marriage. 

Furthermore, authors in this sample tend to present male sexual aggression outside of 

marriage as a problem that women, rather than men, are ultimately responsible for by 

positioning women as gatekeepers of both their own and men’s sexual purity.  

Rape Myths 

 Using Payne et al.’s (1999) IRMAS as my guide, but interpreting “rape” to 

include all forms of sexual assault, I found evidence of two categories of rape myths in 

this sample: she asked for it and he didn’t mean it. I did not find evidence of any rape 

myths from the she lied, rape is a trivial event, rape is a deviant event, and she wanted it 

categories. The most commonly occurring rape myth was “[Sexual assault] happens when 

a man’s sex drive gets out of control” from the he didn’t mean it subscale. The second 

most commonly occurring rape myth was “A woman who ‘teases’ men deserves anything 

that might happen” from the she asked for it subscale. This finding is unsurprising, as it 

largely replicates my findings on the traditional heterosexual script. Indeed, these two 

myths often work in tandem, as the example below, coded as an unlabelled narrative of 

sexual assault, shows:  

Alicia and a guy friend were flirting with each other after youth group one 

evening when no one else was around. Although she was acting seductively “just 

for fun,” he had more on his mind than just flirting and began to get aggressive 

with her. He forced her up against a wall, pressed his body into hers and began to 

kiss her. Shocked and disgusted, she managed to get away. She sums up the 

lesson she learned with these words: My just wanting to flirt for attention and 
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have fun at the expense of a guy’s hormonal surge turned out to be a dangerous, 

not-so-fun experience. (Etheridge & Arterburn, 2004, p. 97) 

 

Interestingly, this example comes from Every Young Woman’s Battle, the book which 

both endorses but also challenges rape myths most frequently. Consider the following 

imperative:    

Do not buy into the lie that you did something to deserve the abuse. No one 

EVER deserves to be abused. Many women never press charges against a man 

who has sexually abused them because they feel as if they may have “brought it 

on themselves” by something they did or said. No one deserves to be abused, 

regardless of how she dresses, where she goes, or what she does. Read that 

sentence again and believe it (Etheridge & Arterburn, 2004, pp. 74-75). 

 

 Other rape myths present in this sample, in order of prevalence, include: “When 

women go around wearing low-cut tops or short skirts, they’re just asking for trouble”, 

“When women are raped, it’s often because the way they said ‘no’ was ambiguous”, “A 

woman who goes to the home or apartment of a man on the first date [or at all] is 

implying that she wants to have sex”, “If a woman is raped while she is drunk, she is at 

least somewhat responsible for letting things get out of control”, and “Men don't usually 

intend to force sex on a woman, but sometimes they get too sexually carried away”. 

 Three books in this sample (Every Young Woman’s Battle, And the Bride Wore 

White, The Purity Code) imply that anything short of a verbal “no” is insufficient to 

“prevent” a sexual assault, reflecting the broader lack of affirmative consent in this 

sample. The author of The Purity Code argues, in this unlabeled sexual assault narrative 

“[The victim] said she had no idea what to say or do, so she just let him have his way 

with his hands. She should have said “Stop!” but she also should not have put herself in 

that situation” (Burns, 2008, p. 113). In this excerpt, the victim is blamed for “letting” the 
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assault occur by providing a non-verbal no (freezing), as well as for initiating non-sexual 

physical contact with the perpetrator prior to the assault.  

 Likewise, Every Young Woman’s Battle and And the Bride Wore White both 

promote the myth that if women go to men’s apartments or are alone with them in any 

capacity, they are putting themselves at risk of being sexually assaulted. The author of 

And the Bride Wore White explains 

“First, [young women] tell me that nothing good ever happens when they are 

alone with guys. Their conclusion is always this: if you are truly serious about 

guarding your innocence and living a lifestyle of purity, you won’t go to an 

apartment, a house, or anywhere where you are truly alone … ever. (Gresh, 2012, 

p. 1190) 

 

Similarly, the authors of Every Young Woman’s Battle annotate an ambiguous coercive 

narrative, stating: 

Kristie should have known better than to be alone with Daniel behind closed 

doors once he began pressuring her to do things physically that she didn’t want to. 

If you are naive enough to remain in this position (and we hope you aren’t), you’ll 

soon discover that talking and bonding emotionally isn’t on the top of most young 

men’s list of priorities.  

 

While this statement is specifically referring to a situation in which the victim was 

previously being pressured by the perpetrator, it aligns with this rape myth in that it 

blames the victim for being alone with the perpetrator, rather than blaming the perpetrator 

for his actions. It also reinforces the male sex drive discourse. 

 The word “consent” appeared in none of the six books in this sample. There was 

little to no explicit discussion of the consent process, and authors generally emphasized 

the importance of establishing (purity) boundaries well in advance of engaging in sexual 

activity. When authors did depict sexual activity, they tended to invoke a “no means no” 

framework of consent. Only two books explicitly defined sexual assault. While their 
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definitions were quite broad and generally accurate, the same books disproportionately 

failed to label or mislabeled sexual assault narratives as consensual sexual activity, 

ignoring or contradicting their own definitions. All sexual assault narratives from this 

sample aligned with both Canadian and American law. However, unlabeled narratives 

tended to depict non-penetrative sexual assault, whereas labeled narratives exclusively 

depicted penetrative sexual assault. Unlabeled narratives of sexual assault differed from 

labeled narratives in that all but one blamed the female victim for “provoking” the male 

perpetrator with non-purity adherent behaviour (whether intentional or not) or engaging 

in behaviour that reduced their capacity to gatekeep (ie: excess drinking). Interestingly, 

the majority of sexual assault narratives did not reflect the real rape script – with the 

perpetrator generally known to the victim. The traditional heterosexual script was 

prevalent throughout the data, making it difficult to determine if consent had occurred in 

49 out of 156 excerpts – specifically due to the normalization of male sexual aggression 

and the expectation that women should act as gatekeepers regardless of their own desires. 

Only two categories of rape myths from the IRMAS were present in this sample: she 

asked for it and he didn’t mean it. These findings largely supported the findings on the 

prevalence of the traditional heterosexual script.  

 Based on these findings, I developed three vignettes (see APPENDIX C) featuring 

unlabeled sexual assault narratives with varying purity adherence from the victim. Table 

3 below depicts the way these findings were incorporated into the vignettes: 

 

 

Table 3 
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Vignette Contents  

 Vignette 1 Vignette 2 Vignette 3 

Perpetrator Co-worker  Boyfriend Date  

Religious Context Perpetrator and 

victim work at 

implicitly Christian 

summer camp 

(strict dress code) 

Perpetrator and 

victim hold 

implicitly Christian 

values (planning to 

wait till marriage)  

Perpetrator and 

victim explicitly 

Christian, meet at 

church 

Sexual Assault Non-penetrative  Penetrative Non-penetrative 

Rape Myths  

(Payne et al., 

1999) 

• A woman who 

“teases” men 

deserves 

anything that 

might happen 

• When women 

go around 

wearing low-

cut tops or 

short skirts, 

they’re just 

asking for 

trouble 

• [Sexual assault] 

happens when a 

man’s sex drive 

gets out of 

control 

• A woman who 

goes to the 

home or 

apartment of a 

man on the first 

date [or at all] 

is implying that 

she wants to 

have sex 

• Men don't 

usually intend 

to force sex on 

a woman, but 

sometimes they 

get too sexually 

carried away 

N/A 

Male Sex Drive 

Discourse 

Yes Yes No 

Victim Blamed in 

Narrative 

Yes: flirting, 

breaking dress 

code  

 

Yes: inviting 

boyfriend to 

apartment, 

engaging in 

consensual sexual 

activity prior to 

assault 

No 
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CHAPTER 5: FOCUS GROUP FINDINGS 

Between October and December of 2019, I conducted four focus groups (two 

men’s groups and two women’s groups) on a university campus in New Brunswick. 

Three of the focus groups (two men’s groups and one women’s group) consisted of three 

participants and one women’s focus group consisted of four participants. In the focus 

groups, I asked participants general questions about Christian perspectives on dating, 

relationships, and sex. I then read each vignette aloud and asked the group whether an 

assault had occurred, to what degree the victim and perpetrator were responsible, and 

what advice participants would give the victim or perpetrator if they disclosed this story 

to them. Focus groups were digitally recorded and transcribed, and then analyzed using 

Values Coding (Saldaña, 2016). I then conducted a secondary analysis of these data 

coding for definitions of sexual assault and consent, victim blame, and perceptions of the 

perpetrator’s responsibility, coding for any variation across gender, as guided by my 

research questions.  

Sample Demographics 

  The focus group sample consisted of 13 self-identified Evangelical young adults: 

six men and seven women. Most participants were either university students or young 

professionals, with an age range of 20-29 and a median age of 23. The sample was 

predominantly white, and all participants identified as heterosexual. All participants 

described their Christian faith as an important part of their approach to dating, 

relationships, and sex, and most participants mentioned being actively involved in a 

church community – with some in positions of leadership. Participants attended a range 

of Evangelical denominations, with the largest portion attending Baptist churches. 
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Premarital Abstinence 

Interestingly, all but two participants (Ellie10 and Lydia) expressed their belief in 

remaining abstinent outside of marriage. While reasons for this varied across the group, 

participants generally agreed that premarital abstinence was important for Christians to 

uphold because sex creates a physical and spiritual bond between individuals that is hard 

to break, sex complicates relationships, premarital sex results in emotional and spiritual 

harm (particularly in the context of breakups), sex distracts from one’s relationship with 

God, and waiting to have sex allows couples to prioritize other forms of intimacy.  

However, while participants generally spoke positively of premarital abstinence 

as a moral (or pragmatic) ideal, most participants expressed frustration with their 

churches’ approaches toward dating, relationships, and sex, particularly when it came to 

responding to sexual violence. Bradley emphasized “the crazy high need for effective 

sexual assault protocol” in church communities and Serena explained that “a church 

should be the place where the broken find a refuge. That's … supposed to be what it is.” 

Participants expressed deep concerns about church leaders’ abilities to appropriately 

respond to survivors of sexual assault, with Paul explaining  

Yeah, so I guess like, it's not my personal experience, but what I've read and other 

news articles of … other situations. It just kind of makes me at least skeptical that 

church leaders would actually approach this well. 

 

Nonetheless, many participants in this sample expressed their hope that their churches 

would change and become better at supporting survivors of sexual violence, despite 

current shortcomings.  

 

10 All participant names are pseudonyms.  
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Attitudes Toward Purity 

While the vignettes were designed as stimulus materials to prompt discussions 

about both sexual assault and sexual purity codes, participants brought up “purity” in 

each focus group prior to the introduction of the vignettes during the general discussion 

on Christian perspectives on dating, relationships, and sex. Although there was some 

variation in terms of how participants defined “purity”, participants generally used the 

concept to refer to religious teachings that attach high spiritual significance to premarital 

abstinence and virginity, promote rules and peer surveillance to police “impure” thoughts 

and behaviour, and invoke the traditional heterosexual script. 

While most participants described sexual purity teachings as a relevant part of 

their Christian upbringing and experience, participants’ attitudes toward purity sharply 

varied. Participants tended to fall into one of three categories: purity critical, purity 

ambivalent, or purity supportive, with most participants either critical or ambivalent. Two 

participants (James and Lydia) expressed both critical and ambivalent attitudes toward 

purity. They were labelled either critical (James) or ambivalent (Lydia) based on which 

attitude they expressed most frequently, however the nuances of their positions are 

elaborated upon in the analysis.  

Interestingly, purity critical and purity ambivalent participants distinguished 

“purity” or “purity culture” from the concept of premarital abstinence (or “waiting till 

marriage”), with all but two participants explicitly endorsing premarital abstinence. 

Purity supportive participants, on the other hand, did not distinguish these two concepts.  
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Purity Critical 

“The church needs to drop purity culture. Drop it like it’s hot. Like get rid of it.” (Ellie) 

 

Five out of the 13 participants were purity critical: three male participants and two 

female participants. These participants took an explicitly negative stance toward sexual 

purity teachings, arguing that churches are overly focused on premarital 

abstinence/virginity at the expense of other Christian values, that sexual purity teachings 

are harmful to individuals regardless of whether they remain abstinent, and that sexual 

purity teachings provide dangerous misinformation about sexuality by promoting the 

traditional heterosexual script and gendered double standards. While most purity critical 

participants emphasized that sexual purity teachings were prominent in Evangelical 

churches when they were growing up, they acknowledged that contemporary Evangelical 

churches appear to be moving away from these teachings.   

 Purity critical participants argued that many churches have elevated premarital  

sex to the status of “the ultimate sin”, in the words of Paul. While most purity  

critical participants supported premarital abstinence as a Christian value or personal  

conviction, purity critical participants were concerned with the disproportionate spiritual  

value that sexual purity teachings attach to virginity and the implicit (and sometimes 

explicit) devaluing of those who engage in premarital sex or other “impure” behaviours.  

To provide an example, Bradley shared an analogy that he heard at church in his  

youth: 

 This pastor like had this like present and it was like wrapped and they were like, 

“This is like your sexuality basically, that you will give to your spouse someday.” 

And then he like started like ripping it up, was like, “Oh, watching pornography, 

oh, like doing this and that.” And like eventually it's just totally destroyed and 

they’re like “And then you give them this”. 
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Purity critical participants strongly disapproved of these messages, with both Ellie and  

James describing feeling like “garbage” in response to hearing them. James continued  

I think that it's way too hard hitting for really impressionable youth and it can 

destroy your sense, like your self-esteem and ... even your walk  

with, with God if you happen to go the other way.  

 

While purity critical participants in general were concerned with the negative  

impacts of sexual purity teachings on individuals who chose to engage in premarital sex, 

female purity critical participants were particularly concerned about the impact on 

survivors of sexual violence, given that sexual purity teachings often fail to address 

consent. Kate explained 

Um, like if you have sex outside of marriage and your church is 

very: "No sex outside of marriage," and you have like had sex outside of  

marriage, whether it's rape or by choice, I think there's a lot of shame of: “but you  

shouldn't have.” Regardless of if you're the perpetrator or the victim, it's like:  

"But you shouldn't have." 

 

Ellie continued 

 

I've heard stories, of people thinking that like, if they were raped, they don't have 

their virginity anymore, they think that like no one else will want them, or no one  

else will wanna marry them. 'Cause that was all they’re worth. 

 

Thus, according to female purity critical participants, sexual purity teachings that  

disproportionately value virginity (a construct which both participants rejected as 

patriarchal and heteronormative) and fail to consider consent can encourage church 

members to engage in victim blame and compound the shame survivors of sexual  

violence already feel.  

Interestingly, purity critical participants emphasized that even Christians who 

remain abstinent or have not been victims of sexual violence can still be harmed by 
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sexual purity teachings. Indeed, purity critical participants argued that being overly 

focused on remaining “pure” leads to the same outcome as thoughtlessly engaging in 

premarital sex: distraction from one’s relationship with God. Ellie, using biblical 

language, described purity as an “idol”11 in Christian dating relationships. Likewise, 

James urged young Christians to “focus on your relationship with Jesus” instead of 

worrying about purity, arguing that “the more that you focus on your relationship with 

him, the less important this stuff is going to seem.” 

While purity critical participants expressed frustration with the church’s  

disproportionate focus on premarital abstinence and virginity, this frustration was 

compounded by participants’ perception that sexual purity teachings provide inaccurate 

information about sexuality. Specifically, purity critical participants argued that sexual 

purity teachings promote the traditional heterosexual script, which harms both men and 

women by nurturing unhealthy understandings of sexuality and by creating an 

environment ripe for sexual violence and victim blame.  

Both male and female purity critical participants expressed their frustration with 

being taught the male sex drive discourse by their church communities. Bradley 

described growing up terrified that his sexuality was “like a monster that will unleash 

itself if I allow it”, despite his conscious desire to remain abstinent and respect for his 

partner’s consent. Likewise, female purity critical participants described being positioned 

as gatekeepers, with Kate explaining  

 

11 Idol is a broad-reaching term in the Evangelical tradition that refers to something that someone wrongly 

worships in place of God. Prominent Evangelical pastor John Piper (2014) defines an idol as “the thing 

loved or the person loved more than God, wanted more than God, desired more than God, treasured more 

than God, enjoyed more than God.” A notable example from the Bible is the golden calf in Exodus 32.   
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Like especially as women I find we're told that we're the ones that have to control 

it and that men have a sexual desire that they can't control. But it's our job to 

make sure that they're not tempted by us. 

 

Furthermore, female purity critical participants described being taught that they lack  

sexual desire altogether (the “to have and to hold discourse”), with Ellie stating 

sarcastically that “Guys have sexualities and women don't apparently.” However, this 

perception appears to change after marriage. Kate explained: 

Having like sexuality and sexual attraction isn’t like flicking as switch, but we’re 

kinda taught that it should be. Because you should have absolutely no sexual 

desire until you are married and then all of a sudden it flips a switch on your 

wedding night and you’re like, “Yes. I want sex, it’s true. I never realized this 

before.” 

 

Kate described this abrupt shift as potentially harmful for women who may struggle with 

lingering effects of shame and sexual repression and struggle to connect with their sexual 

desires as a result.  

Due to the pervasiveness of the traditional heterosexual script in sexual purity 

teachings, female purity critical participants argued that church communities have 

implemented gendered double standards for “modesty” that, rather than protecting 

women, simply teach men that certain women did not deserve respect – thus creating an 

environment ripe for sexual violence and victim blame. Ellie, adopting the voice of a 

Christian man, presented it as such: “Do I respect you or not? How much clothing are 

you wearing?” 

While sexual purity teachings were a prominent part of purity critical participants’ 

church upbringings, some purity critical participants acknowledged that contemporary 

Evangelical churches do not appear to be prioritizing purity to the same degree as the 

churches they were raised in. James explained 
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I work in youth ministry and I find that those ideas that I have just don't carry 

over to the young kids anymore. Uh, just ‘cause we've gotten past those ideas. Uh, 

people around my age, like the, the millennials, uh, tend to all kind of think the 

same way when they grew up in the church. But yeah, the, the, the kids that are 

growing up now, uh, like grade six, seven, eight, they're dating each other and 

they just don't care. 

 

Nonetheless, purity critical participants emphasized that the legacy of purity culture 

continues to impact Christians and urged churches to address sex and sexuality in a 

healthier, more balanced way. Ellie expressed these frustrations concisely, declaring “It's 

a happy thing that God gave us and we’re ruining it.” 

Purity Ambivalent 

“I would say, um, I personally am at a time in my life where I'm really trying to unpack 

and understand a lot of that teaching … So, I don't know if I have a total understanding 

… of what I think now.” (Lydia) 

 

Four of the 13 participants were purity ambivalent, and all four identified as 

female. Purity ambivalent participants expressed both support and criticism of certain 

sexual purity teachings but were strongly and consistently opposed to the idea of 

imposing these beliefs on others. Contrary to purity critical participants, many purity 

ambivalent participants did not encounter sexual purity teachings in their churches 

growing up and those who did were reluctant to blame the church exclusively for the 

harmful elements of these teachings. However, similar to purity critical participants, 

purity ambivalent participants who did encounter sexual purity teachings in their 

churches growing up argued that they are much less prevalent now. 

Purity ambivalent participants expressed their support for certain sexual purity  

teachings but emphasized that this support was based on personal conviction and that 

these teachings may not apply to everyone. For example, Megan shared that her church 
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taught that unmarried couples should not spend time together behind closed doors. She 

explained  

 Um, personally I feel like it's a good idea if you value not having sex before 

marriage or not doing something that would make you, um, like something like 

regret. Having the door open is kind of like “the door is open, people are around, 

so I can't put myself in a situation that's uncomfortable or that I might do 

something like potentially I regret.” 

 

Here, Megan was careful to frame her embrace of this rule as something personal  

and rooted in her own values (waiting till marriage), rather than a universal standard for  

unmarried Christians. Indeed, purity ambivalent participants were highly reluctant to  

impose sexual purity teachings on fellow Christians, arguing that Christian beliefs are  

inherently diverse and subject to personal interpretation. Megan explained “My first  

thought was that it looks really different for everybody. So, whereas maybe I think  

having sex before marriage isn't okay, my friend might believe otherwise. So, it’s really  

subjective.” 

Interestingly, purity ambivalent participants invoked the Bible both as the reason 

they personally adhered to a more conservative sexual ethic and the reason they felt it 

was inappropriate to impose their beliefs on others. Camila, discussing her belief that the 

Bible promotes premarital abstinence, explained 

Um, but with that said, like the Bible also tells us not to judge. So it's like a whole 

like, yes, I do believe that it should wait, but I also believe that, you know, to like, 

you don't have to like get into other people's business and be like, "Well, you 

shouldn't..." 

  

And like … maybe I stick more to the conservative values of it, but I also do 

believe that, um, it's not like if you do it then you're just forever tarnished because 

that's not the message of grace, you know. That's, that just erases the gospel, 

right? 
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Here, Camila implies that judging others has higher spiritual stakes than sexual purity, 

with the potential to negate the message of the gospels – which, in the Evangelical 

tradition, means that if a believer repents of their sins and professes faith in Jesus, they 

will be forgiven, receive salvation, and be transformed (Inter-Varsity Christian 

Fellowship of Canada, 2020). The idea of being “forever tarnished” runs counter to this 

ideal.  

Similarly, Rebecca and Lydia critiqued certain operationalizations of sexual 

purity beliefs, such as modesty and the idea that premarital abstinence will be “rewarded” 

with a better sex life in marriage but were cautious not to condemn them outright. For 

example, Rebecca explained that sexual purity teachings were not emphasized in her 

household because a member of her family had survived childhood sexual abuse 

committed by a church leader. While her parents still encouraged modesty, they framed it 

in what she described as a positive, shame-free way: 

Like the dressing modestly wasn't too, "Shame, shame, shame. You shouldn't 

show yourself like that." Which I felt was pushed more in church and youth 

group. Like, [silly voice] "You have to wear a t-shirt because you cannot look like 

that when we go swimming." (Laughs) Whereas at home it was like, you know, 

"You are so beautiful and like that is tempting for people. And you're like, you are 

a creation from God.” 

 

Thus, Rebecca did not take issue with modesty in general (including the goal of 

protecting men from temptation), but opposed the use of shame to enforce it, which she 

argued could be particularly harmful to survivors of sexual violence and abuse.  

Similarly, Lydia discussed how modesty expectations negatively impacted her 

body image but was reluctant to lay blame exclusively on sexual purity teachings from 

the church. She explained  
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 I don't know how much of it really was like in my household or from my church 

or from my girlfriends from church. Or if it's just something I put on myself. I 

don't know. But it's something I still like... I still struggle with.  

 

Lydia also questioned the idea that God rewards those who wait till marriage with better 

sex lives in marriage by sharing stories of friends who, despite waiting, still struggled 

with internalized guilt and shame. She shared: 

 Uh, it's interesting, the pressure that, um, that is put on sex when you enter into 

marriage? And, um, like I've... And part of it is just my own readings and stuff... 

Is stories of people who, um, can-can't-can't rid themselves of the guilt. Even 

when it's in the context that they're told is good and true. A lot of disappointment 

because it's not magical and wonderful maybe the first time. Um...Uh, pain. Like 

physical pain. Um, because of internalized, um, guilt or repressed, or not really 

wanting to have sex. When you're like, "Oh. That's interesting I thought I'd just 

suddenly want to have sex because now I'm married and I'm allowed.”  

 

Nonetheless, Lydia was reluctant to make any generalizing claims about these beliefs 

beyond the stories she had heard and read, concluding that she was still working on 

“figuring it out”.   

 Lydia, however, did vary from other purity ambivalent participants in her 

uncompromising critique of the traditional heterosexual script in sexual purity teachings 

– arguing that it could encourage and enable sexual violence. She explained  

Um, in particular in a Christian context, I definitely was made to feel like, uh, the 

like, well, you know, an experience of crossing a boundary a little bit and later 

suddenly that's been permission to take, cross all the boundaries. And, um, and 

being made to feel like I asked for it. Or, um, I, uh, it was my responsibility to 

make sure it didn't go that far because I'm the woman. 

 

She continued 

I also have felt that it has given permission, and not always, but I do think it gives  

permission to men to not take ownership over themselves. And, um, and has  

allowed people to justify things because they're like, "This is who I am and I'm a  

man, and I have needs and I can't control myself. And, um, I think that can be  

very dangerous.  
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Here, though still tempered by qualifying statements and a focus on her own lived 

experience, Lydia’s views line up much more closely with purity critical participants. 

 Lastly, purity ambivalent participants who encountered sexual purity teachings in  

their churches growing up generally echoed purity critical participants’ assertions that  

purity teachings are much less prevalent in contemporary Evangelical churches,  

particularly among younger Christians. Megan explained “I think it's definitely changed a  

lot over the past 15, 10 years even”, arguing that support for purity teachings tended to  

come from “older members of the congregation who have more traditional perspectives  

on Christianity”.  

Purity Supportive 

“But I think when it comes to sexuality and, and this word “purity”, to get to it, um, I 

think it, it just means having in your mind and in your heart, um, an attitude toward 

someone that acknowledges their dignity and their worth in God's eyes before, um, our 

like, some would say, um, natural instincts to like want and desire them sexually” (Luke) 

 

Four participants of the 13 participants were purity supportive: three male 

participants and one female participant. Purity supportive participants used the word 

“purity” with an explicitly positive connotation, emphasized the importance of peer 

accountability when striving for purity, and endorsed rules and behavioural guidelines, 

including modesty for women, based on their belief in the traditional heterosexual script 

and the male sex drive discourse in particular. While purity supportive participants 

generally emphasized that the Bible promotes purity as a value, they also frequently 

framed “impure” behaviour as disrespectful and potentially dangerous, and argued that 

adhering to purity would (likely) result in physically better and safer sex within marriage.  
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Purity supportive participants invoked a broad definition of sexual purity that 

emphasized the importance of avoiding sexual thoughts, not masturbating, and not 

watching pornography in addition to maintaining premarital abstinence. Indeed, Daniel 

summed this up well, stating “in regards to purity and sexuality, I guess it would be the 

idea that my sexuality is reserved for just the person that I'm married to” (emphasis 

added). While male purity supportive participants generally implied that it was possible 

to stop thinking sexual thoughts (though incredibly difficult and not something they had 

personally achieved), Serena contested that idea, stating “And so like you mentioned 

impure thoughts. Like, yeah, we're human. Thoughts like that are going to pop into our 

mind regardless of whether we're male or female”. Serena argued instead that Christians 

should train themselves to think fewer sexual thoughts and make a point to not indulge 

them when they do arise.   

Purity supportive participants spoke positively of church involvement in their 

sexual purity efforts, generally through same-gender peer accountability arrangements. 

Daniel explained  

If I'm in an accountability relationship with somebody then, it's kind of the idea of 

like, yeah, we tell each other our struggles and so, for accountability specifically 

in regards to sexual sin or, I don't know, like giving into sexual temptation. 

For purity supportive participants, accountability could take place one-on-one or in a 

same-gender group setting and was both a source of encouragement and a place to 

confess sexual purity transgressions and receive forgiveness. While purity supportive 

participants emphasized the importance of platonic, same-gender accountability 

relationships, they also discussed the importance of Christians being accountable to one 
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another in dating relationships. For example, Luke urged couples to set clear boundaries 

prior to engaging in any situation that could eventually lead to sexual activity, explaining  

You've talked about it before. So, it's kind of like setting a form of government in 

your relationship. And, and it's, it's nice because then this spur of the moment 

stuff has less power.  

 

Here, Luke’s framing of “the moment” as a risky and ineffective time to set boundaries 

was in line with the attitudes of purity supportive participants as a whole.  

 Purity supportive participants generally attributed this risk to their belief that  

men are particularly sexually motivated compared to women and are vulnerable to  

“losing control” in response to sexual temptation (the male sex drive discourse). While  

Serena emphasized that women are also “sexual beings” (thus challenging the “to  

have and to hold” discourse), she qualified that “it's going to be more difficult for guys  

because the way their minds are built, it just... Things go to certain places easier in certain  

contexts.” Similarly, Luke asserted 

 Every Christian guy has a moment in their life where they're like "I need to deal 

with this situation of like impurity and sexual sin". Like, you gotta deal with it 

and uh, how grave it is doesn't really matter. Like, in every case that there is a 

man … there's sexual temptation.  

 

Thus, given men’s predisposition to “sexual sin”, purity supportive participants  

argued that women have a responsibility to do what they can to protect men from  

temptation. Serena explained 

 I would say that it is respectful for Christian women to dress in a way that is... I 

guess, just like dress in a way that is respectful of our Christian brothers so that 

the way that we look isn't tempting them just on an everyday basis. But that 

doesn't mean that the guys don't have a responsibility to control themselves. 

While Serena was careful to emphasize that men are responsible for their actions, she and 

other purity supportive participants argued that women should dress modestly and engage 
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in other “gatekeeping” behaviour to avoid sabotaging men’s purity efforts. 

Lastly, purity supportive participants used negative and evocative language to 

describe any expression of sexuality outside of marriage, with Luke going so far as to 

describe experiencing (hetero)sexual attraction toward someone outside of marriage as 

“perverted” and contrary to God’s will. Parallel to this negative framing of premarital 

sexuality, purity supportive participants used highly positive language to describe sex 

within marriage. For example, Justin, discussing the difference between secular and 

Christian approaches to dating, explained 

In a more worldly view of dating, you kind of start wondering how, how sexually 

compatible you are, are with that person, but a more Christian view of it is if 

you're a man and she's a woman, you're sexually compatible. So, uh, there's a lot 

less stress that comes when, when you're trying to figure out, you know, is sex 

going to be nice once we get married? Is this going to be. You're going to enjoy it. 

You're a man, you're a woman; you're going to make it happen. 

 

Here, Justin’s idealistic assertion contrasts the concerns of Lydia (purity ambivalent) who 

shared that sex within marriage does not always live up to the high expectations 

promoted by sexual purity teachings. Serena took this idea further, arguing that marriage 

is not only a better context for sex, but is a safer one as well. She explained 

That’s more the way that it’s been taught to me. That [sex is] a beautiful thing but 

that its beauty is within that context and outside of that context is where it gets 

skewed and where a lot of the mistakes can show up more prevalently. I mean 

even within marriage there can be things that crop up, but that's... Within marriage 

is the context for it. And outside you run into a lot of other things. 

 

While Serena acknowledges that sex within marriage is not always safer, she frames 

premarital sex as inherently riskier, and although her language is vague, she implies that 

that risk could extend beyond simply compromising one’s purity.  
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Summary 

 Sexual purity was a dominant topic of discussion in each focus group, with 

participants tending to fall into one of three categories: purity critical, purity ambivalent, 

or purity supportive. Purity critical participants explicitly rejected sexual purity teachings, 

arguing that they resulted in Christians being overly focused on remaining abstinent and 

maintaining their virginity over other, more relevant moral concerns; that sexual purity 

teachings harm all Christians, regardless of whether or not they remain abstinent, and are 

particularly damaging to survivors of sexual assault; and lastly, that sexual purity 

teachings promote the traditional heterosexual script and gendered double standards. 

While purity ambivalent participants expressed criticism toward some sexual purity 

teachings, they differed from purity critical participants both in their subjective support of 

certain tenets of sexual purity but also in their consistent opposition to universalizing 

their beliefs and imposing them on other Christians. Lastly, purity supportive participants 

used “purity” with a positive connotation, encouraging peer accountability and endorsing 

behavioural rules such as modesty for women – largely justified by their endorsement of 

the traditional heterosexual script. Interestingly, while participants’ attitudes toward 

sexual purity differed, their operationalization of it tended to be consistent, with the 

exception of purity supportive participants who did not distinguish premarital abstinence 

from other sexual purity beliefs.  

Definitions of Sexual Assault and Consent 

 Generally, participants across the purity attitudes spectrum correctly identified  

that a sexual assault had occurred in each vignette, regardless of the victim’s purity  
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adherence. Participants tended to evaluate the vignettes using an affirmative consent 

standard, and all participants successfully identified both Vignette 1 and Vignette 3 as  

sexual assault, despite the absence of a verbal “no” from the victim and starkly different  

levels of purity adherence. Participants used a “no means no” framework of consent less  

frequently but did apply it in response to Vignette 2 – the only vignette in which the  

victim expresses a verbal “no”. The only exceptions were two purity supportive  

participants (Justin and Serena) who both expressed uncertainty about  

Vignette 2 depicting a sexual assault due to what they perceived as ambiguous  

behaviour on the part of the victim.  

 When asked why they believed a sexual assault had occurred in each vignette,  

participants generally referred to the affirmative consent standard – emphasizing  

the absence of a clear and enthusiastic “yes” from the victim, the perpetrator’s failure to  

explicitly ask for consent, and the victim’s body language as a clear indicator that she  

was not consenting. Table 4 below highlights some representative responses across the  

purity attitudes spectrum.  
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Table 4 

Affirmative Consent 

Vignette 1 Vignette 2 Vignette 3 

“There was absolutely no 

enthusiastic ‘yes’. 

(laughs). I did not hear a 

yes. So, you don't ever 

have permission to do 

anything without a yes” 

(Kate, purity critical) 

 

“It's not that no means no, 

it's that yes means yes, 

and it has to be yes” 

(James, purity critical) 

 

“Clearly she doesn't want 

it … She froze, shocked, 

um, so she didn't ... she 

wasn't anticipating it.” 

(Lydia, purity ambivalent) 

 

“Her not saying anything 

doesn't give him the right 

to keep going.” (Serena, 

purity supportive) 

“I think there's multiple hints 

too. And not just verbal 

cues, but physical, uh cues 

that he could have just taken 

up but uh I think he just he 

didn't.” (Paul, purity critical) 

 

“Um, but even sometimes 

people have a hard time 

saying the word ‘no.’ And 

so, I think, um, to me when I 

think about sexual morality 

and good sexual ethics, um, 

it's like really, really clear 

communication. And 

stopping to ask the questions 

and give the person space to 

make those decisions.” 

(Lydia, purity ambivalent) 

 

 

 

“He [was] kind of just 

like, okay I'm just going to 

do this and she probably 

will like it. There was no 

indicator in this situation 

that she wanted to go 

there, um and there was no 

way that like he asked 

her” (Paul, purity critical) 

 

“I'm not sure what the 

technical definition of 

sexual assault is but like 

he's intentionally making 

sexual moves on her 

without her permission … 

That to me, that's kind of 

how I define it.” (Daniel, 

purity supportive) 

 

 

 

Participants across the purity attitudes spectrum also applied the concept of “no 

means no”, but exclusively in response to Vignette 2. Daniel (purity supportive) 

explained “She said no a bunch of times and then he had sex with her. Yeah, I'd say that 

was sexual assault.” Likewise, James (purity critical) emphasized “No means no. And it 

doesn't, as I said before, you can be completely naked and if you say ‘no’, no one should 

touch you.” Lastly, Camila (purity ambivalent) expressed finding Vignette 2 more 
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upsetting than Vignette 1 because “the ‘no’ was so much more clear. Like there's a 

boundary that we have agreed on.” 

Interestingly, Vignette 2 was also the only vignette that participants did not 

unanimously agree was sexual assault, despite Camila arguing that the victim expressed a 

“clearer” refusal in this scenario compared to Vignette 1. Justin and Serena (both purity 

supportive) expressed uncertainty about Vignette 2 because they found the description of 

the victim “giving up”, or ceasing to say “no”, to be ambiguous. Serena was particularly 

firm in her hesitance to label the vignette sexual assault, explaining “I'm not sure if she's 

changing her mind in that split second moment or not” and adding that “it sounds like … 

it's more internal to her”. Serena emphasized that the perpetrator may have sincerely 

believed that the victim had changed her mind and explained that “[guys] genuinely don’t 

know how girls are signalling sometimes”.  

However, while both Justin and Serena expressed their uncertainty about Vignette 

2, their concerns were challenged by their respective focus groups members, who applied 

principles of affirmative consent to make their case. Lydia (purity ambivalent) repeatedly 

engaged with Serena, arguing “Um, from my perspective, um, giving up is not a yes. Um, 

I think, uh, it has to be a like two thumbs up, full steam ahead, I'm into this”. She 

continued 

 And they've been together for two years, so they know each other really well. Um, 

he probably knows her physical cues for when she wants to be kissed, and when 

she wants to be held, and how, whether that is something she says or does with 

her body. Um, so I would say that Matt should, after two years, be aware of when 

her body is saying no. 

 

Serena acknowledged Lydia’s arguments, but remained cautious in her evaluation of 
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Vignette 2, concluding that the writing style of the vignette did not make it clear whether 

the victim had provided a verbal “yes” in that moment, which she considered sufficient 

consent. She explained  

Yeah. I think if it happened in that way where she just kind of stopped resisting, 

but didn't like say anything, I would still classify it as assault. If she actually 

verbally did say yes, I would still say it's wrong that he should not be pushing her 

past what she wants to do.  

 

While Justin did not enter a prolonged discussion with his fellow focus  

group members about his hesitancy to label Vignette 2 as sexual assault, he did 

acknowledge at the conclusion of the focus groups that his perspective on what 

constituted sexual assault had changed, and, as a result, he considered Vignette 2 a clear 

example of sexual assault.  

Victim’s Responsibility 

Purity Critical 

Purity critical participants consistently assigned no responsibility to the victim 

and full responsibility to the perpetrator in response to the vignettes, regardless of the 

victim’s purity adherence. Indeed, purity critical participants seemed to get increasingly 

frustrated with questions about the victim’s responsibility and gave curt answers in 

response, with Ellie responding with “0%” and laughing dismissively at the question, and 

Bradley stating curtly, in response to Vignette 2 “Um, yeah, no. Caitlin is not responsible 

for Matt raping her”.  

While both male and female purity critical participants appeared frustrated by 

questions about the victim’s responsibility, male participants elaborated on their 
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reasoning to a greater degree than female participants did. Bradley, in response to 

Vignette 3, questioned any operationalization of “responsibility” that could apply in a 

situation in which the victim had clearly not given her consent. He explained 

You know like, responsibility implies intent and like choice, which would require 

that Laura intended to and chose to have Jacob grab her, kiss her, and slide his 

hand under her bra. And that obviously did not happen. Therefore, Laura is not 

responsible for what Jacob did to her. 

 

Similarly, Paul emphasized the lack of consent in Vignette 2, stating  

Like she said stop, uh, and then even kept asking him like not just verbally but  

Physically as well. Ah, and he just kept going and being persistent. And so then  

she gave up. And so, um, yeah. Like she did as much as she could and probably  

more. 

 

Although male purity critical participants tended to be unwavering in their refusal to 

assign responsibility to the victim, one notable exception was James, who explained, in 

his response to Vignette 1 (the least purity adherent vignette) 

I'll be honest with you, like, from my upbringing and everything it's, uh, my initial 

reaction is, oh, she shouldn't have done that to begin with because this is what 

caused that. But, um, I've been trying to change the way that I think about this 

stuff and I know that that's not okay under any circumstances. 

 

James acknowledged that he had internalized teachings from his Christian upbringing 

that promoted victim blame but ultimately refused to endorse them.   

Unlike male purity critical participants, female purity critical participants rarely 

elaborated on their reasoning for assigning no responsibility to the victim, implying that 

the fact that an assault had occurred was sufficient justification. Instead, female purity 

critical participants focused on the presence of victim blame within each vignette and 

shared their concerns that the perpetrator, the victim’s peers, or the victim’s church 

would blame her for the assault. Kate explained, in response to Vignette 2 
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 Yeah, I definitely don’t think she's responsible in any way. I think it'll be 

perceived by him and by herself and by other people she would talk to that she let 

them cross the boundary. And therefore it's partially her fault. But, again, I don't 

think it's her fault at all.  

 

Likewise, Ellie, in response to Vignette 1, expressed frustration that the victim  

appeared to be blaming herself, stating “Her conclusion that it was her fault for the way  

she dresses is so annoying that she believes that, 'cause she was taught that by maybe  

well-meaning older Christians.”  

Purity Ambivalent 

Purity ambivalent participants generally assigned no responsibility to the victim 

and full responsibility to the perpetrator, and, similar to female purity critical participants, 

they tended to answer questions about the victim’s responsibility with curt responses such 

as shakes of the head. However, unlike purity critical participants, some purity 

ambivalent participants added a caveat in response to Vignette 1 (the least purity adherent 

vignette) and expressed their concerns about the victim’s behaviour. While these 

participants were careful to state that they were not assigning any responsibility to the 

victim, they did imply that, by not being purity adherent, the victim had irresponsibly put 

herself at risk. Rebecca explained 

 Yeah, so like I think it was his choice, so like he decided to do that. So obviously 

it's his fault. She doesn't have any responsibility in that. But also like, in the sense 

that like at night, I don't walk down ... outside at night. I don't walk around 

outside like at night. To like ... You know, I don't wanna be (laughs) like ... But, 

um, we ... Because the world isn't a safe spot. And like, but like it's not our 

responsibility, so like that is just a sad part of life that like this happened to her. 

It's not her fault. 

 

Rebecca’s response echoes the views of other purity ambivalent participants who  

condemned the prevalence of sexual violence in society while arguing that deviating from  
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sexual purity codes may put women at greater risk.  

 Nonetheless, purity ambivalent participants seemed reluctant to state this  

conclusion explicitly. For example, Megan began to argue that the victim in  

Vignette 1 put herself at risk by flirting but then pivoted to express her frustration about  

gendered double standards 

Like, she acknowledges the fact that she’s being flirty and she's like, "Oh, well 

maybe that is what put me in this situation." It's not her fault in any way, but 

maybe she can reevaluate the way she's acting, but not because what he did is her 

fault in any way. 

 

But just because, “oh maybe I am being flirty, and I shouldn't be.” I don't know. I 

have a friend who's very flirty. It's a guy and he's very, very flirty and he knows it 

and I'm like, "Well, why are you flirty?" Like what is the point of it? 

 

I don't know. He thinks it's fun to be flirty and it's fine for him. Whereas if it's a 

girl, is it still fine? And like I think it should be equal playing ground kind of 

thing but … 

 

While purity ambivalent participants implied that purity adherence can be protective, 

Megan’s statement highlights an ambivalence and discomfort with the disproportionate 

pressure placed on women to uphold these standards – an attitude echoed by other purity 

ambivalent participants.  

Purity Supportive 

The only participants who explicitly assigned responsibility to the victim were 

male purity supportive participants. Male purity supportive participants assigned more 

responsibility to the victim when the victim was less purity-adherent, assigning the most 

responsibility to the victim in Vignette 1, followed by Vignette 2, and assigning no 

responsibility to the victim in Vignette 3. The one female purity supportive participant, 

Serena, did not explicitly assign responsibility to the victim in any vignette. However, she 
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did add caveats in both Vignettes 1 and 2 that the victim could have (and should have) 

done something to prevent the assault – a perspective echoed by the male purity 

supportive participants.  

Contrary to purity critical and purity ambivalent participants, who were quick to 

assign either 0% responsibility to the victim or 100% responsibility to the perpetrator, 

male purity supportive participants emphasized that the victim held some responsibility 

for the assault when she had not been purity adherent: emphasizing the victim’s choice to 

flirt and break her camp’s dress code in Vignette 1, and the victim’s decision to spend 

time alone with her boyfriend in Vignette 2. Justin explained, in response to Vignette 1 

“It’s not 0% for her and a hundred percent for the guy, that's for sure. There's, there's 

some amount of split there.” He continued 

Some of the issues I think this story was going through was she really liked the 

attention. She dressed a kind of a, a certain way and there's... there's … she was 

kind of flirty in general and just the attitude. 

 

Male purity supportive participants were a bit more cautious in their assessment of 

Vignette 2, arguing that the victim was responsible for inviting the perpetrator into her  

apartment, but that he was ultimately responsible for committing the assault. Luke  

explained “I think he's … just as responsible [as the victim] up until they get to the 

apartment”. Justin agreed, stating “I'd say [responsibility] falls away from Caitlin a  

bit later in the story.” 

 While Serena did not explicitly assign responsibility to the victim, she did  

argue that there were sufficient cues in Vignettes 1 and 2 to indicate that a sexual assault  

might occur, and that the victim should have been aware of them and adjusted her  

behaviour accordingly. In response to Vignette 1, Serena argued that the  
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perpetrator’s personality and behaviour (ie: breaking camp rules) should have indicated 

to the victim that the perpetrator would become sexually violent given the opportunity 

 So, it's good beforehand to kind of get a read on what a guy might be like and ... 

like some people just kind of have a, a bit of intuition about that. So, some guys 

you have to be more careful around. Just because it's obviously they're gonna do 

something if, if, if they're able to. 

 

Likewise, in response to Vignette 2, Serena argued that the victim should have  

anticipated that spending time alone with her boyfriend could lead to sexual violence 

 So, like it's not her fault for ending up in this situation, but when you can be wise 

about what's been going on in that context and making decisions differently. Like 

predicting what could happen. 

 

Male purity supportive participants aligned with Serena in their emphasis that it was the 

victim’s responsibility to protect herself from the perpetrator by anticipating his potential 

for sexual violence. For example, in response to Vignette 2, Luke argued that the victim 

should have checked in with the perpetrator before inviting him up to her apartment, 

since they had previously set a boundary to avoid spending time alone together after 

having (implicitly consensual) sex. He explained “She might have felt like enough time 

has passed, but perhaps she didn't communicate with him … to see like where he is after 

that?”  

Purity supportive participants did not assign any responsibility to the victim in 

Vignette 3. Indeed, purity supportive participants expressed surprise that a sexual assault 

occurred at all in Vignette 3 given that both characters in the vignette appeared purity 

adherent and were explicitly involved with a church. Daniel put this perspective 

concisely, stating “Of all the characters in all the stories, Laura seems to be making good 

decisions.” In addition to praising the victim’s own purity adherence, purity supportive 
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participants emphasized that, because the perpetrator appeared purity adherent as well, 

the victim held no responsibility for not anticipating his violence. Serena explained “like 

there was nothing even that could've prevented it at all, 'cause there was no sign that 

anything could go bad.” Luke stated, likewise “There's no way you could've seen that 

coming. And, so I don't think like she's responsible at all.” 

Perpetrator’s Responsibility 

Purity Critical 

Paralleling their responses to questions about the victim’s responsibility, purity 

critical participants consistently assigned full responsibility to the perpetrator for the 

assault, sometimes assigning “110%” responsibility, in the words of Paul, to emphasize 

their point. Once again, male purity critical participants tended to elaborate on their 

attributions of responsibility to a greater degree than female purity critical participants, 

who generally responded curtly. Purity critical participants did not make distinctions 

between the perpetrator’s responsibility across vignettes, regardless of the victim’s purity 

adherence, but did highlight power dynamics in Vignette 3 that distinguished it from the 

previous vignettes – suggesting that the incident was more premeditated than others (due 

to the perpetrator pulling over at a specific, secluded spot) and that the perpetrator may be 

in a position of power over the victim due to his social position within the church. 

Bradley explained  

 It doesn't seem to indicate whether he is in a position of power over her but um, 

definitely in a position of influence and she seemed like new to the community, I 

guess, maybe? So that's like pretty terrifying.  

 

Purity critical participants were particularly concerned that the perpetrator’s social  
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position in the church in Vignette 3 would dissuade the victim from coming forward or  

enable the perpetrator to silence and discredit her. 

Purity critical participants generally did not speculate on the perpetrator’s 

motivations for the assault or make any attempts to excuse the perpetrator. However, 

Ellie did propose, in response to Vignette 1, that sexual purity teachings may have given 

the perpetrator sexual scripts that helped him justify his violence. She explained 

Well, I think he's a victim of [purity culture] too, because, um, part of the reason 

why he acts the way he does, is because he was taught that like, it's the girl's job 

to cover up. If she's flirting, and has a reputation or whatever it said, that means 

like she's easier. She wants it. Like he didn't just come up with that on his own. 

Um, he was taught that by purity culture, that just like, does not show a woman as 

like having a say of her own body and like having respect. So they're both 

victims. 

 

While Ellie argued that she was not excusing the perpetrator, she did suggest that some 

responsibility lay with purity culture for failing to teach him about “about consent and 

relationships and stuff.” However, overall, purity critical participants seemed 

disinterested in exploring the perpetrator’s motivations or reasoning, with Paul 

emphasizing, in response to Vignette 1: “I don't think he could ever find an excuse … to 

justify his actions.”   

Purity Ambivalent 

Purity ambivalent participants consistently assigned full responsibility to the 

perpetrator. Unlike female purity critical participants, purity ambivalent participants 

tended to elaborate on the reasons behind the perpetrator’s responsibility in detail. 

Specifically, purity ambivalent participants emphasized that flirting is not consent and 
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expressed their frustration that the perpetrator in Vignette 1 appeared to take it as such. 

Megan explained, in an exasperated tone 

I guess the man feeling as though her being flirty meant that he could grab her and 

push her against the wall … like she didn’t consent to him touching her in any 

way. So, like why did he feel he can do that? 

 

Camila used strong religious language to make this point, stating “Jesus also tells  

them to like, if you feel that way, to even just turn away, like don't look.” Camila  

also expressed her frustration that the perpetrator was trying to dodge accountability and  

blame the victim in Vignettes 2 and 3, stating  

 I think the key is in that, uh, he says to her, "How do you expect me to stop now 

that we've gone all the way before?" Like, it's almost like saying, "You can't even 

blame me for this." 

 

Purity ambivalent participants generally did not excuse the perpetrator or 

speculate on the perpetrator’s motivations. However, Lydia wondered, while considering 

the vignettes as a whole, if sexual repression resulting from premarital abstinence could 

contribute to the perpetrator “losing control” and assaulting someone. She explained “Not 

excusing any of it. Um, but, I, I can imagine, you know, years and years and years of 

waiting and not, and being, having something put in front of you that you can't say no 

to.” Interestingly, while Lydia was highly critical of the male sex drive discourse earlier 

in the focus group, she does appear to endorse it here to some degree. 

Purity Supportive 

Although male purity supportive participants explicitly assigned responsibility to 

the victims in Vignettes 1 and 2, arguing that their lack of purity adherence enabled or 

encouraged the perpetrator’s assault, purity supportive participants asserted that the 
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assault itself was ultimately the perpetrator’s responsibility, with Luke explaining (in 

response to Vignette 2) “like once they get in a place...it was just clear assault. So, she’s 

not … she tried to do what she could.” As a result, purity supportive participants 

consistently assigned more responsibility to the perpetrator than they did to the victim, 

varying based on the victim’s purity adherence, and assigned full responsibility to the 

perpetrator in Vignette 3.  

Interestingly, even though purity supportive participants argued that the 

perpetrator bore clear responsibility for each assault (varying according to the victim’s 

purity adherence), they consistently excused the perpetrator regardless of the victim’s 

purity adherence. Purity supportive participants did so by invoking the male sex drive 

discourse and pathologizing sexual violence: suggesting that the perpetrator lost control 

of himself due to immaturity, sexual temptation, or sexual compulsion or addiction. 

Purity supportive participants argued that “losing control” is a risk that all men face – a 

risk which is best managed through purity adherence.  

Purity supportive participants excused the perpetrator in Vignette 1 based on their 

perception that he was immature and, as a result, vulnerable to misreading the victim’s 

signals and unable to control his impulses. Daniel explained 

 I mean, Chris ... I mean, he's 16 years old, like, he's ... we don't know if he's 16 

years old. But, I'm imagining he's like this teenage boy, who's, I don't know, got 

limited impulse control when it comes to this stuff. And so, to a certain extent, it's 

like ... understandable that he would do this. It's still like, really bad, and it's like a 

horrible way for Alicia to learn a useful lesson. And yeah, it's just like, bad that it 

happened, uh, but it did sound like kind of uh a realistic scenario. 

 

Justin continued  

 Yeah, I agree with that. Yeah. Uh, at a young age, you're, you're thinking just like, 

"Oh, well if she's interested in me and I'm interested in her, that basically gives us 
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free reign to hold hands, to kiss”, to you know, do what you want, but you really, 

you don't do much kinda at a young age, and you may not know, even if you are 

pushed in for sure, um, to know when consent is. Like, yeah, that overly-

friendliness can be some murky water and you're just, you end up being in the 

motions in that moment and you’re like “Let's go for it.” 

  

It's interesting, and telling, that Daniel echoes the language of the vignette and describes 

the assault as a “useful lesson” for the victim but not for the perpetrator, who the purity 

supportive participants clearly position as someone insufficiently educated about consent.  

While purity supportive participants argued that immaturity was the reason the 

perpetrator “lost control” in Vignette 1, they framed the perpetrator’s choice to assault the 

victim in each vignette as a loss of control, even when they inferred that the perpetrator 

was an adult. For example, in response to Vignette 2, purity supportive participants 

argued that the perpetrator “lost control” because being alone with his girlfriend was too 

sexually tempting. Serena explained “Like just the idea of going to each other's 

apartments by yourself, even if you haven't made that mistake before, can be a 

temptation.” Rather than arguing that the perpetrator should have behaved differently in 

the moment, Daniel asserted that the perpetrator’s role was to recognize a potentially 

“tempting” situation in advance and avoid it – suggesting that the “loss of control” was 

inevitable if the perpetrator was sufficiently tempted. He explained “[The perpetrator] has 

just as much ability [as the victim] to be like ‘I don't think I should come up, I don't feel 

like I'm gonna be able to, you know, contain myself um, if I go up.’” Serena echoed this, 

arguing “But ideally, it should be him ending [the relationship] and realizing that he can't 

control himself. And that he's putting her in danger by staying together.”  
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Even in response to Vignette 3, in which purity supportive participants assigned 

the perpetrator full responsibility, some purity supportive participants argued that the 

perpetrator had succumbed to sexual temptation. Luke explained 

And, um, with, uh Jacob, you know, I would say, probably like he just was like 

really tempted. It was like a battle in his heart and um you know and he yielded to 

his flesh rather than to the spirit and just made a really bad decision.  

 

To justify this framing, while simultaneously acknowledging the victim’s purity 

adherence, purity supportive participants located the source of temptation outside of the 

immediate circumstances of the assault. Justin explained 

I think Jacob may have had some things before the date that may have started, 

whether it was, uh like lusting over who knows what, just women online or 

creeping her Facebook or something. But he was clearly feeding the flesh or like 

kinda feeding his heart beforehand, uh that would've helped lead him into into 

attacking Laura. 

 

Justin’s assertion that looking at pictures of women online and finding them attractive led 

the perpetrator to commit a sexual assault echoes Luke’s use of  the word “perverted” to 

describe experiencing (hetero)sexual attraction outside of marriage, and suggests a 

framing of male sexuality that is inherently violent, at least outside of the confines of 

heterosexual marriage.  

Indeed, in response to all three vignettes, purity supportive participants used 

pathologizing language to describe male sexuality and excuse the perpetrator for his 

violence. Luke used the term “sexual compulsion” in response to Vignette 1, and 

minimized the perpetrator’s culpability, explaining 

It's just like you don’t really have the self-control. And uh, he just like needs some 

mentoring and some guidance on like how to handle that. Um, rather than being 

labeled a criminal. 
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Likewise, in response to Vignette 3, Justin suggested that the perpetrator’s decision to 

assault the victim was the result of a pornography addiction – a conclusion he reached 

independent from any cues within the vignette itself. He explained 

Well, especially when it comes to addiction, you can feed yourself so much and 

then of course, like the those, the the dopamine kick and so on then you get tired 

of that. You just, you escalate and you escalate so if we picture Jacob as 

potentially a porn addict, this, this would be his next step, would be to take an 

actual action um on someone. 

 

Thus, within this framing of male sexuality, engaging in “impure” behaviours (such as 

consuming pornography, indulging sexual fantasy, or looking at photos of women for 

sexual gratification) can lead to uncontrollable urges to commit sexual violence. 

However, purity supportive participants normalize this violence as a part of male 

sexuality, and replicate the male sex drive discourse both by arguing that men can “lose 

control” of themselves and by emphasizing that it is women’s responsibility to act as 

“gatekeepers”. Purity supportive participants, in endorsing the traditional heterosexual 

script, appear to be much more concerned about male sexual aggression outside of 

marriage than about sexual aggression itself.  

 While all but two participants expressed their belief in premarital abstinence, most 

participants distinguished the practice of premarital abstinence from the concept of 

“purity” – attaching high spiritual significance to premarital abstinence and virginity, 

encouraging peer surveillance, promoting strict behavioural rules, and endorsing the 

traditional heterosexual script. Participants’ attitudes toward sexual purity varied and 

could be broadly categorized as: purity critical, purity ambivalent, or purity supportive. 

Most participants correctly identified each vignette as sexual assault, regardless of the 

victim’s purity adherence, and generally invoked the affirmative consent standard to 
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determine whether a sexual assault had occurred. Purity critical participants (male and 

female) consistently assigned no responsibility to the victim, regardless of purity 

adherence. While purity ambivalent participants (all female) did not explicitly assign 

responsibility to the victim, some engaged in victim blame by arguing that non-purity 

adherent behaviour was risky. This refusal to explicitly assign responsibility and 

subsequent victim blaming may reflect social desirability bias. Only male purity 

supportive participants explicitly assigned responsibility to the victim – varying 

according to the victim’s purity adherence. The female purity supportive participant 

(Serena) did not explicitly assign responsibility to the victim but argued that non-purity 

adherent victims should have anticipated the perpetrators’ violence and adjusted their 

behaviour accordingly. Purity critical participants and purity ambivalent participants 

consistently assigned full responsibility to the perpetrator, regardless of the victim’s 

purity adherence. However, purity supportive participants excused the perpetrator 

regardless of the victim’s purity adherence by pathologizing sexual violence and 

invoking the male sex drive discourse. Thus, while there were some notable gender 

differences in the findings, with only male participants explicitly assigning responsibility 

to the victim, attitudes toward purity appear to better capture the variance in victim blame 

and attitudes toward sexual assault than gender alone, with the endorsement of the 

traditional heterosexual script, and male sex drive discourse in particular, playing an 

important role.  
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CHAPTER 6: INTERVIEW FINDINGS 

In January and February 2020, while I was in the process of analyzing the focus 

group data, I conducted four targeted interviews with focus group participants who had 

expressed particularly strong attitudes toward victim blame: two purity supportive 

participants (Serena and Justin) and two purity critical participants (Ellie and Paul). I 

asked each participant about their experience participating in the focus groups, if they 

were familiar with the books from the content analysis, what resources they engaged with 

themselves and would recommend to young Christians on sex and sexual ethics, and, 

lastly, I asked specific follow-up questions about comments they made during their 

respective focus groups. The interview guides are available in APPENDIX B. Interviews 

were digitally recorded and transcribed, and then transcripts were coded line-by-line in 

NVivo for similarities and differences with the focus group data.   

Focus Group Experience 

 Three of the four interview participants (Ellie, Paul, and Justin) described their 

experiences participating in the focus groups as positive. Ellie described her fellow 

participants as “very friendly and respectful” and Paul characterized the focus group 

experience as “helpful” – particularly given the limited arenas Christian young adults 

have for candid conversations about sex and sexuality. Indeed, Justin described 

approaching the focus group experience with apprehension – concerned that he would 

have to share his own experiences relating to sex and sexuality and face judgement from 

fellow Christians. He described the vignettes as a helpful means to facilitate these fraught 

conversations without putting individuals on the spot. He explained 
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We all were at least on the same playing field and, uh, we weren't suddenly put on 

pedestals like he's a better Christian than I am, he's a lesser Christian than I am. 

So we were all just Christians helping breakdown a situation from, from our point 

of view and I found that to be very nice. Very nice experience.  

 

Only Serena did not describe her experience participating in the focus groups as wholly 

positive, stating, in measured language “Uh, it was interesting. It was thought provoking, 

I guess”. 

Public vs. Private Discourse 

 Mirroring their attitudes toward the focus group experience, three participants 

(Ellie, Paul, and Justin) reported general agreement with their fellow focus group 

participants. Ellie described a spectrum of Christian beliefs in her focus group with some 

minor disagreements that she could no longer recall but, overall, a sense of “harmony”. 

Likewise, while Paul reported some minor disagreements with his fellow focus group 

participants, he expressed surprise that he and his fellow participants had such similar 

views and described the experience as validating. Justin, likewise, expressed a strong 

sense of agreement with his fellow focus group participants.  

 Serena, on the other hand, expressed strong disagreement with her fellow focus 

group participants (both purity ambivalent) when it came to labelling the vignettes as 

sexual assault. She explained 

I would consider myself to be on the more conservative end of the Christian 

community anyway, so I find I tend to be less PC [politically correct] with a lot of 

things. Yeah. So, I am slow to assume the worst in cases were there might be a 

potential rape. Just because I've heard of situations where there were people who 

are falsely accused. So, I would rather be cautious before I say “No, that's, that's 

wrong.”  
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This response is unsurprising, given Serena’s reluctance to label Vignette 2 as sexual 

assault. Interestingly, however, Serena posited that the vignette methodology in general 

encouraged participants to draw hasty conclusions without sufficient information. She 

explained 

I think because of what the atmosphere around those things is right now... it's very 

easy to, to go with that because it sounds right. But, especially when it's Christian 

people, um, we should be very careful with accusations like that because even if 

those are proven to be false, that can ruin a person's testimony. Because you want 

to be above reproach.  

 

 Serena’s concerns here reflect the myth that women tend to lie about rape – a rape 

myth with a long history and prominent institutional presence, despite false rape 

accusations being relatively rare (Edwards et al., 2011). Up until the 20th century, rape 

trials in the United States began with the “Hale Warning”, dating from 17th century 

English common law, which declared that rape is “an accusation easily to be made, hard 

to be proved, and harder to be defended by the party accused, tho’ never so innocent” 

(Hale, 1736, p. 635 in Edwards et al., 2011). Indeed, this rape myth persists within the 

legal system, as a recent investigation by the Globe and Mail revealed that Canadian 

police dismiss one in five sexual assault reports as unfounded – a disproportionately high 

number compared to other crimes (Doolittle, 2017). Serena may also be rhetorically 

aligning herself with backlash against the #metoo movement, which often invokes this 

rape myth over concerns about “cancel culture” (Hagi, 2019).   

 While Serena did not clarify any of her focus group responses from memory, it is 

clear from these comments that she was uncomfortable with the methodology and may 

have felt pressure to reach conclusions that she did not ultimately endorse.  
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Content Analysis Sample 

 Interview participants were generally not familiar with the books from the content 

analysis sample. The two exceptions were And the Bride Wore White and I Kissed Dating 

Goodbye. Serena recognized And the Bride Wore White, although she was not sure if she 

had read it. In the focus group, however, Serena did explicitly refer to books by the 

author (Dannah Gresh). For Ellie, the title seemed familiar, but she was not sure in what 

context she had heard about it. 

 Ellie did recognize I Kissed Dating Goodbye and reacted strongly in response, 

stating “I've heard that one's awful, and then [the author’s] like apologized for it.” Serena, 

on the other hand, simply noted that the title rang a bell. Ellie and Serena did not 

recognize any of the other books in the sample, and Justin and Paul did not recognize any 

books from the sample at all. 

Recommended Resources  

 When asked what resources they would recommend for Christian youth and 

young adults seeking to learn about sex and sexual ethics, both purity critical participants 

(Ellie and Paul) argued that resources on this topic, specifically books, were generally 

lacking. Ellie explained 

I don't think there's anything like “growing up in your sexual Christian body.” … 

Or they do write about it and it's like, still... not in a way where you can like 

openly, openly discuss it.  

 

Likewise, when asked for recommendations, Paul replied “Nothing comes to mind. 

Anything that preaches purity culture I probably would say that's not a good thing”. Ellie 

ultimately recommended a secular book (Girl Up) and Paul recommended two Christian 
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books (Divine Love and Redeeming Sex), although he expressed frustration that few 

Christian books discussed singleness – focusing instead on marriage as the peak 

relational experience for Christians.   

 Both purity supportive participants (Justin and Serena) recommended that 

Christians turn primarily to their church communities and their parents to learn about sex 

and sexual ethics. Justin strongly recommended that Christian youth and young adults 

join an accountability group, explaining 

So it doesn't necessarily have to be a bible community group that you're a part of 

but just a group of Christians that you can, you don't have to have anything pent 

up basically. Um, that would be a good resource for young, young people. Instead 

of just church, to have that because, you know, some of the men if you had had an 

issue with pornography earlier in the week you can hopefully have a good 

community that you can bring that out, uh, with them there as well and talk about 

that so  that's a really great resource. Yeah, young adults and the youth, that'd be 

my number one. 

 

While Serena also recommended church communities as resources on sex and sexual 

ethics, she argued that, if possible, parents should serve as a primary resource for 

information on this topic. She explained 

I think that provides a better baseline than my teacher in a classroom and it makes 

it personal. Um, and it also provides a connection with family members that I 

think a lot of people don't have. And assuming the parent is able to explain things 

properly it might lead to future conversations where like “Okay, you were the one 

that taught me this, so we can be comfortable about this later when something else 

comes up.”(Serena) 

 

Lastly, both Justin and Serena highlighted Song of Solomon (or Song of Songs), a book 

in the Old Testament, as an exemplary sex education resource.  

 Ellie and Serena also highlighted the internet as a valuable place to find Christian 

resources on sex and sexuality. Ellie recommended Progressive Christian Youtubers 
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(such as God is Grey), but cautioned people away from other, more conservative 

Christian Youtubers (such as Paul and Morgan and Girl Defined). Serena, on the other 

hand, recommended Christian websites and specified the conservative/fundamentalist 

Christian organization Focus on the Family.  

 Ellie, Justin, and Serena all expressed critical perspectives on sex education in 

public schools – although for different reasons. Ellie felt that the information provided by 

school-based sex education was insufficient, explaining “It's very like, unfeeling, just like 

here's biology. Not like, much like nuance or like anything personal”. On the other hand, 

both Justin and Serena described school-based sex education as somewhat controversial 

in their families, with Justin participating but reviewing the content afterward with his 

parents, and with Serena opting out entirely.  

 Interestingly, while Paul did not discuss his experience with sex education in 

school, he did describe voluntarily attending workshops on consent and healthy sexuality 

at his secular university. He explained 

I think that was helpful. I think, there's been, like, other programs that [my 

university] has, um, initiated that I think, I would say most people are now being, 

or, are now well aware of like, "How can we relate to each other as sexual human 

beings" Or, in a way that's respectful for each other.  

 

Paul spoke positively of these workshops and found them constructive and educational, 

explaining that he had not had sufficient education on consent growing up and that these 

workshops had helped him broaden his perspective and relate better to his peers. 

Certainly, in the focus groups, Paul seemed particularly well-informed about consent and 

about best practices in supporting survivors, perhaps reflecting the positive impact of 

these workshops.  
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 Generally, the perspectives of interview participants did not diverge from the 

perspectives they articulated in the focus groups – with the exception of Serena who was 

more firm in her reluctance to label the vignettes as sexual assault and expressed 

concerns about the research methodology. Most participants did not recognize the books 

from the content analysis sample, and none explicitly remembered reading them. When 

discussing recommended resources on this topic, Purity critical participants (Ellie and 

Paul) argued that there was an urgent need for resources on sex and sexual ethics for 

Christians that were not purity supportive – particularly books. In contrast, the purity 

supportive participants (Justin and Serena) did not recommend any books, but instead 

urged Christian youth and young adults to turn primarily to their parents and church 

communities for sex education. Interestingly, both Ellie and Serena argued that the 

internet was a valuable resource for engaging with Christian sex education content, 

despite their divergent perspectives. Lastly, three of the four interview participants spoke 

negatively of their experience with sex education in public school. While Paul did not 

discuss his experience with sex education in public school, he did discuss intentionally 

seeking out workshops on his secular university campus on sex education and spoke 

positively of the experience.  
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    CHAPTER 7: DISCUSSION 

 In this thesis, I sought to answer the following questions: 

1. How do Evangelical abstinence books define and script sexual assault and 

consent? 

2. How do Evangelical young adults define sexual assault and consent? 

3. What is the relationship between sexual purity codes and young Evangelicals’ 

attitudes toward sexual assault and consent? 

 

Evangelical abstinence books generally did not define consent or sexual assault 

explicitly, although the two books that did define sexual assault defined it quite broadly. 

Implicitly, the books in this sample tended to apply a “no means no” framework of 

consent. Depictions of affirmative consent were rare, and Evangelical youth were 

encouraged to determine (purity) boundaries well in advance of any scenarios where 

sexual activity might occur.  

Evangelical abstinence books generally presented sexual activity through the lens 

of the traditional heterosexual script – positioning men as initiators/aggressors and 

women as gatekeepers. This finding aligns with previous content analyses of Evangelical 

relationship advice books. Klement and Sagarin (2017) and Moon and Reger (2014) both 

found that Evangelical relationship advice books tended to promote gendered double 

standards in which women were held responsible for maintaining both their own sexual 

purity and “protecting” men’s sexual purity, while men’s sexual aggression was 

normalized and excused.  

Evangelical abstinence books also frequently failed to label sexual assault 

narratives as such – particularly when the female victim was deviating from sexual purity 

codes, and also when the incidents involved non-penetrative sexual assault. This finding 

is concerning but unsurprising, given Klement and Sagarin’s (2017) finding that female-
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directed Evangelical relationship advice books presented male-perpetrated sexual 

violence as a consequence that women can face for violating sexual purity codes.  

 In contrast to the Evangelical abstinence books, focus group participants in the 

current study successfully labelled each vignette as sexual assault, regardless of the 

victim’s purity adherence and type of sexual contact. Furthermore, contrary to 

Evangelical abstinence books, which relied on a “no means no” framework of consent, 

the Evangelical young adults in this sample tended to use an affirmative consent standard 

to determine whether or not a sexual assault had occurred.  

  However, two purity supportive participants (Justin and Serena), incorrectly 

interpreted the victim ceasing to verbally and physically resist the perpetrator as her 

giving her consent. Serena’s concerns that, even if the victim was not consenting when 

she ceased to resist, she had not made it sufficiently clear to the perpetrator, reflect, in 

part, the rape myth that “When women are raped, it’s often because the way they said 

‘no’ was ambiguous” (Payne et al., 1999). However, these participants were able to 

determine that consent had not occurred in vignettes where a verbal “no” was entirely 

absent and the victim did not physically resist the perpetrator (such as in Vignette 1). 

Thus, it appears these participants understand that silence itself does not constitute 

consent but may not understand the “clear” and “ongoing” dimensions of affirmative 

consent, particularly when there has been previous physical and verbal resistance from 

the victim (Randall, 2011).   

 While sexual purity codes did appear to be associated with Evangelical young 

adults’ attitudes toward sexual assault – with participants only assigning responsibility to 

victims who were not purity adherent – this seemed to depend on participants’ attitudes 
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toward sexual purity itself. Most participants in this study were either critical or 

ambivalent toward sexual purity even when they supported premarital abstinence, 

suggesting that this particular framing of abstinence is contested in Evangelical spaces. 

Indeed, in Dent and Maloney’s (2017) study exploring attitudes toward sex education 

among predominantly white Evangelical parents in Texas, all participants, despite their 

support for premarital abstinence, expressed their opposition to traditional abstinence 

messages – which they defined as sex negative, shame-based, and fear-mongering. These 

participants, who considered themselves a “silent majority” among Evangelicals, were 

opposed to abstinence-only education in schools (preferring some degree of 

comprehensive sex education) and wished to promote their religious values at home 

instead: focusing on the positive aspects of marital sex rather than the negative 

consequences of premarital sex (Dent & Maloney, 2017, p. 149).  Thus, it may be that 

authors from this thesis’s content analysis represent a “vocal minority” of Evangelicals in 

their endorsement of sexual purity codes and pedagogical reliance on negative portrayals 

of premarital sex, and that more Evangelicals tend to align with the purity critical and 

ambivalent participants in this sample.   

 While there were notable gender differences in the focus group findings, with 

only purity supportive men explicitly assigning responsibility to the victim, the purity 

critical male participants were actually the most vocal about rejecting victim blame and 

challenging rape myths. Previous research has shown that men tend to engage in victim 

blame to a greater degree than women, which makes the polarization of male participants 

in the current research an unusual finding (van der Bruggen & Grubb, 2014). Giovanelli 
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and Jackson (2013) theorized that the lack of significant gender differences in RMA12 in 

their quantitative study of Christian university students could be due to Christian 

women’s internalization of patriarchal values within Christian culture and, thus, lower 

rates of rape myth rejection. However, in the current research, it was men rejecting rape 

myths and victim blame at high rates that pulled the sample toward gender symmetry.  

 Attitudes toward purity appeared to better account for variance in attitudes toward 

sexual assault in this study than the gender of participants. This reflects Barker and 

Galliher’s (2017) finding that traditional gender role adherence mediated the association 

between religious fundamentalism and RMA for both men and women in their sample of 

LDS college students in the United States. Barker and Galliher (2017) operationalized 

traditional gender roles broadly as “the authority of men within the family, supporting 

educational and career aspirations of boys more than girls, and prioritizing values [of] 

modesty and submissiveness for women” (p. 319). However, in the current research, 

participants generally discussed gender through the lens of the traditional heterosexual 

script – speaking specifically to gendered understandings of sexuality and sexual 

behaviour rather than broader gendered hierarchies. Thus, purity supportive participants 

did not frame sexual violence as a product of men’s authority (or entitlement), but rather 

as an innate risk associated with male (hetero)sexuality. Furthermore, purity supportive 

participants did not chastise female victims for a lack of submissiveness, but rather for 

taking irresponsible “risks” given men’s innate propensity for sexual violence. While 

 

12 Women did not have significantly lower rates of RMA. However, men were significantly more likely to 

endorse rape myths.   
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these views may exist alongside other traditional gender role beliefs, support of the 

traditional heterosexual script appears to be particularly pertinent in shaping attitudes 

toward sexual assault among Evangelical young adults.   

Indeed, the male sex drive discourse was a prominent finding in both the content 

analysis and focus groups. Purity supportive participants invoked the male sex drive 

discourse to blame the victim and excuse the perpetrator, while purity critical and purity 

ambivalent participants cited it as a deeply harmful aspect of the sexual purity teachings 

that they had encountered in their church communities. Interestingly, while the traditional 

heterosexual script was also present throughout the focus group findings, the male sex 

drive discourse appeared to operate independently of the “to have and to hold” discourse, 

and this was particularly evident in the purity supportive participants’ responses to the 

wholly purity adherent victim (Vignette 3) who adhered to the “to have and to hold” 

discourse – expressing no sexual desires of her own (or behaviour that could be perceived 

as sexually agentive) and fully embodying the “gatekeeper” role. Even in this scenario, 

purity supportive participants still excused the perpetrator by suggesting that he could not 

control his sexual urges independent of any behaviour on the part of the victim. This is a 

particularly concerning finding, as it suggests that, for purity supportive participants, 

there is no context where a male perpetrator will be held fully accountable for his actions. 

Rather, akin to the books from the content analysis sample, purity supportive participants 

framed the capacity for sexual violence as an inherent part of male sexuality.  

In a study of 15 white Evangelical men ages 19-25 in the United States, 

Diefendorf (2015) found that the participants tended to use “sacred and beastly 

discourses” when referring to their sexuality – describing sex within marriage as a 
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blessing and premarital (male) sexuality as dangerous and difficult to control. Diefendorf 

(2015) argues that unmarried Evangelical men use “beastly” discourses, in part, to 

perform hegemonic masculinity by demonstrating the strength of their heterosexual 

desires, despite their current commitment to abstinence, and described accountability 

relationships as a space to "display and reinforce temptation" (p. 658). This contextually 

specific manifestation of the male sex drive discourse and its connection to hegemonic 

masculinity may explain why the male sex drive discourse played such a prominent role 

in both the content analysis and focus group findings.  

 While only male purity supportive participants explicitly assigned responsibility 

to the victim in response to the vignettes, some female purity ambivalent and purity 

supportive participants engaged in victim blame by arguing that, when the victim was not 

purity adherent, she was unwisely putting herself at risk. In a study examining victim 

blame and rape myth acceptance among a predominantly white sample of female college 

students in the United States, Deming et al. (2013) found that 4th year participants tended 

to blame the victim when they believed the victim was not taking responsibility for her 

personal safety, particularly in “unsafe” environments, such as college parties. While the 

participants in the Deming et al. (2013) study tended to blame the victim for “risky” 

behaviour such as drinking, lack of purity adherence appeared to play a similar role in the 

current study. Believing that purity adherence is protective (and, more broadly, the sexual 

assault is predictable and preventable) may give Evangelical women a sense of control 

and agency in a world where sexual violence is incredibly common. For example, Serena 

explained in her follow-up interview that she found the focus groups helpful because she 

intends “to be prepared ahead of time for, like, if I was in this scenario.” However, other 
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participants, such as Participant 1, described the pressure to be purity adherent as “scary, 

not empowering”, and Lydia echoed this, suggesting that purity adherence was only 

protective insofar as sexually violent men in Christian communities tended to target non-

purity-adherent women.  

Overall, Evangelical young adults in this research differed from the Christian 

clergy in Sheldon and Parent’s (2002) study in that most did not explicitly assign 

responsibility to the victim – regardless of the victim’s behaviour.  In contrast, most 

clergy in the Sheldon and Parent (2002) study explicitly assigned responsibility to the 

victim – particularly when the victim was engaging in religiously discouraged 

behaviours. While this difference could be accounted for by the prominence of 

movements such as #metoo in recent years, it may also be that church leaders engage in 

victim blame to a greater degree than congregants. Indeed, participants in the current 

research expressed deep misgivings about church leaders’ abilities to respond 

appropriately to sexual violence. However, it may be that explicit victim blaming has 

become less socially acceptable, and the participants in the current research who did not 

assign responsibility to the victim but still engaged in victim blame were influenced by 

social desirability bias. Lastly, the clergy in the Sheldon and Parent (2002) study 

responded to the vignettes in writing, which may have allowed them to speak more freely 

than participants in the current research.   
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CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSION 

I began this research curious as to whether Evangelical young adults could 

embrace a conceptualization of purity that distinguished the “sin” of premarital sex from 

the graver sin of sexual violence. However, it appears, given most participants’ emphasis 

on distinguishing “purity” (which they associated with rape culture and other harmful 

teachings about sexuality) from premarital abstinence, that this conceptualization may 

already be prevalent. This runs counter to the content analysis findings, in which 

Evangelical abstinence books tended to blur the lines between consensual sex and sexual 

assault and promoted both rape myths and victim blame – particularly when the victim 

was not purity adherent.  

 Evangelical young adults in this study generally did not engage in victim blame 

and nearly all participants correctly identified each vignette as sexual assault. Sexual 

purity codes did appear to be associated with attitudes toward sexual assault to some 

degree, however, this was only for purity supportive and some purity ambivalent 

participants. Indeed, attitudes toward purity appeared to better capture the variance in 

victim blame than gender – with male participants evenly split at opposite ends of both 

the attitudes toward purity and victim blame spectrums. Nonetheless, only male purity 

supportive participants explicitly assigned responsibility to the victim.  

 Evangelical abstinence books in this research tended to sacralise the male sex 

drive discourse, and purity supportive participants invoked it to excuse the perpetrator in 

each vignette – even when the victim had been entirely purity adherent. Countering the 

male sex drive discourse, which was also described and simultaneously condemned by 
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male purity critical participants, may be a key area of intervention in sexual assault 

education in Evangelical communities.  

 While most participants in this sample seemed well-informed about sexual assault 

and consent – using an affirmative consent standard and correctly labelled each vignette – 

participants across the purity spectrum emphasized that the church’s current response to 

survivors of sexual assault is lacking, suggesting that workshops or other educational 

interventions, particularly for church leaders, may be worthwhile. Indeed, in follow-up 

interviews, purity supportive participants (who engaged in the most victim blame) tended 

to cite church as their primary source for education on sexual ethics and expressed 

skepticism toward secular sex education. In contrast, Paul, who strongly condemned 

victim blame in his focus group responses, described secular workshops as a primary 

source of knowledge on this subject. Thus, it may be that the Evangelicals who would 

most benefit from education on sexual assault and consent are also be the most resistant 

to secular sex education. Secular sex educators should explore the possibility of building 

bridges with conservative Evangelical church communities to address these concerns. 

 

Limitations and Future Research 

 This research is qualitative, and, thus, these findings are not generalizable beyond 

the individual samples. Future research on this topic (particularly on the role of the male 

sex drive discourse in attitudes toward sexual assault) should be conducted with a larger 

sample of Evangelical young adults using quantitative methodology to determine if these 

results are generalizable. Furthermore, due to recruitment challenges, focus groups only 

consisted of three to four participants each. These small group sizes may have made it 
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more difficult for participants to express dissenting opinions and larger focus group sizes 

are recommended for future research.  

 This thesis exclusively focused on male-perpetrated sexual violence against 

women and did not capture attitudes toward male or NBGQ victims, myths relating to 

sexual violence perpetrated by men against men or NBGQ indiviudals, or sexual violence 

perpetrated by women or NBGQ individuals. Given the prominence of the male sex drive 

discourse in thesis’s findings, it would be beneficial for future research to examine 

attitudes toward male survivors of sexual violence in Evangelical communities.   

The focus groups featured a predominantly white sample and the content analysis 

featured books written exclusively by white authors. Likewise, race was not specified in 

any of the vignettes used as stimulus material in the focus groups. This is a major 

limitation, particularly given that hypersexualization is a common form of discriminatory 

stereotyping that Black, Indigenous, and People of Colour (BIPOC) face (Gupta, 2015). 

This research was also limited by its binary framing of gender, which implicitly excluded 

NBGQ individuals, and its exclusively heterosexual focus group sample. This sample 

composition may explain why participants generally spoke positively of premarital 

abstinence (a construct generally connected with heteronormativity in Evangelical 

contexts) even when they were critical toward purity. Future research should adopt an 

explicitly intersectional approach (Crenshaw, 1991) to redress these limitations, seek to 

recruit BIPOC and LGBTQ+ Evangelical participants, and address race and/or sexual 

orientation within stimulus materials. 

 Lastly, due to time constraints, I was unable to conduct one-on-one interviews 

with purity ambivalent participants. Thus, I was unable to explore the differences 
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between public and private discourse for these participants, making it difficult to 

determine if their ambivalence was influenced by their fellow focus group participants. It 

may be that purity ambivalent participants held stronger attitudes toward purity and/or 

sexual assault but self-censored based on the presence of more outspoken participants in 

their focus groups with whom they disagreed.    

 Interviews with select focus group participants revealed that books from the 

content analysis sample were generally not known to participants. However, two 

participants did mention engaging extensively with online Christian resources (such as 

Youtubers). Analyzing these resources could be a fruitful area for future research. 

 Lastly, focus group participants often referred to church teachings on sexuality 

unfavourably, and those who did speak positively of church teachings tended to engage in 

victim blame or hold other harmful attitudes toward sexual assault. Thus, for future 

research it would be valuable to explore attitudes toward sexual assault among 

Evangelical church leaders, building on previous research by Sheldon and Parent (2002).  
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APPENDIX A: Focus Group Guide 

Introduction 

Thank you for participating in today’s focus group on Christian perspectives on dating 

and relationships. I have some housekeeping to do before we get started. Is it alright if I 

start recording? [Start recording] First, we will be talking about some difficult topics 

today, including sex and sexual violence, and we will be reading some detailed 

narratives. If at any point you’re feeling uncomfortable during this session, for any 

reason, you are free to step outside of the room. Our counsellor [Counselor] is also 

happy to talk with you and will follow you to make sure you are okay. You do not have 

to talk with [Counselor] if you are not comfortable.  

I also want to remind you that this session is not an appropriate time for personal 

disclosure or sharing your friends’ stories. If you do need to talk to someone, myself or 

[Counselor] are happy to talk with you privately after the session. 

As a ground rule, I need you to keep the conversations we have today 

confidential. What we discuss in this room should stay in this room. Is everyone ready to 

begin? 

Questions 

1. What does a Christian approach to dating look like? 

2. What are some challenges of dating as a Christian? 

3. What role does sex play in Christian dating relationships? 

Vignettes 

Now I’d like to read you three short vignettes. After each vignette I will ask you a series 

of questions about it. I will leave the vignette up on the projector screen so you can 
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revisit it if you need to. There are no right or wrong answers, I’m just interested in 

hearing your perspectives.  

[Read Vignette #1: Flirty]  

Alicia worked at camp every summer. She loved being a counsellor, but she liked the 

attention she got from the guys she worked with even more. Even though the camp had a 

dress code, Alicia liked to see how close she could get to the line. Sure, she had a bit of a 

reputation, but she didn’t care. It was all just for fun and nothing ever came of it. Then 

late one night she was alone with another counsellor, Chris, acting flirty “as a joke”, 

when suddenly he pushed her up against a wall and started kissing her. Shocked, Alicia 

froze. Chris kept kissing her and grabbed her breast. He was so close she could feel he 

had an erection. Finally, a loud noise from the dining hall startled him, and she managed 

to wiggle away. Alicia was upset about the incident, but it was also a useful lesson: next 

summer she’d be more careful about the way she acted around guys.   

 

(a) What’s going on in this vignette? 

(b) Would you label this incident sexual assault? 

(c) How responsible is Alicia for this situation? 

(d) How responsible is Chris for this situation? 

(e) If Alicia shared this story with you, what advice would you give her? 

(f) If Chris shared this story with you, what advice would you give him? 

(g) Is there anything else you would like to share about this vignette? 

[Read Vignette #2: Boundaries] 

Caitlyn and Matt have been dating for two years. While waiting til marriage is important 

to both of them, they recently got carried away and had sex. Caitlyn told Matt that she 

regretted it and wanted them to recommit to waiting together, and Matt agreed. They 

decided a helpful boundary would be making sure they didn’t spend any more time alone 

together in private. This worked for a bit, but eventually Caitlyn invited Matt up to her 

apartment after a date. Sure enough, as soon as they were alone, they started kissing and 

things quickly got passionate. Then Matt started taking off Caitlyn’s pants. Caitlyn told 

him to stop and reminded him of their commitment. Matt asked her how she expected him 

to stop now, especially since they’d gone all the way before. Caitlyn kept moving his 

hands away, but Matt was persistent. Finally, Caitlyn gave up and Matt had sex with her. 

Caitlyn felt even worse than she did the first time. She wishes she’d stuck to their 

boundary!  

 

(a) What’s going on in this vignette? 

(b) Would you label this incident sexual assault? 

(c) How responsible is Caitlyn for this situation? 

(d) How responsible is Matt for this situation? 

(e) If Caitlyn shared this story with you, what advice would you give her? 
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(f) If Matt shared this story with you, what advice would you give him? 

(g) Is there anything else you would like to share about this vignette? 

[Read Vignette #3: Bad Date] 

Laura met Jacob at her College and Careers group and was really excited when he asked 

her on a date. Like Laura, Jacob was super committed to his faith and he was heavily 

involved in ministry at their church. They decided to see a movie together, and Jacob 

offered to give Laura a lift. The date went well, but while they were driving home Jacob 

took a wrong turn. He pulled over at a secluded spot, which made Laura nervous. 

Suddenly he grabbed Laura hard and started kissing her. Laura tried to turn away, but 

he was very forceful. Then he reached up her shirt and slipped his hand under her bra. 

Laura shoved him hard, and finally he stopped. She told him to take her home right away. 

Jacob told her it was all a misunderstanding and she was over-reacting. They didn’t talk 

much for the rest of the drive. When Laura got home she felt terrible and wanted to talk 

to her friends from church, but she didn’t want to ruin Jacob’s reputation. After all, she 

didn’t have a lot of experience dating. What if it was just a misunderstanding? 

 

(a) What’s going on in this vignette? 

(b) Would you label this incident sexual assault? 

(c) How responsible is Laura for this situation? 

(d) How responsible is Jacob for this situation? 

(e) If Laura shared this story with you, what advice would you give her? 

(f) If Jacob shared this story with you, what advice would you give him? 

(g) Is there anything else you would like to share about this vignette? 

Conclusion 

1. Do these vignettes reflect real issues that Christians face in dating relationships or 

with their peers? 

2. Do you have any other comments or thoughts about the vignettes we just read? 

3. Each of the vignettes I read featured an incident that does meet the legal definition 

of sexual assault in Canada. [Move to slide explaining sexual assault and 

consent in Canadian law] Does that change your perspective on any of the 

vignettes? 

4. Do you have any other comments or thoughts to share before we conclude today’s 

focus group? 

Thank you for participating in today’s focus group. [Stop recording] I want to take a 

moment to remind you that we have a counsellor present, [Counselor] who is happy to 

talk with you, and before you go, I want to give you this resource list. These are places 

you or your friends can access here in Fredericton if you need support in the aftermath of 
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a sexual assault, or to address other concerns that this research may have brought to 

mind. Thank you for participating today, and please email me if you have any questions 

or concerns. I will be in touch about follow-up interviews.  
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APPENDIX B: Interview Guide (Sample) 

1. Looking back, how would you describe your experience participating in the focus 

group on Christian perspectives on dating, relationships, and sex? 

 

a. Did you generally agree with the groups’ perspectives?  

b. Was there anything you disagreed on? 

c. Was there anything you would have liked to say that you didn’t get a 

chance to? 

 

2. What resources did you find most helpful as you learned about sex and sexual 

ethics? 

 

a. What resources would you recommend for Christian youth and young 

adults today? 

 

3. Have you read any of the following books: 

 

a. Every Young Man’s Battle 

b. Every Young Woman’s Battle 

c. And the Bride Wore White 

d. The Purity Code 

e. I Kissed Dating Goodbye 

 

If so, what did you think of them? 

 

4. During the focus group, you mentioned … [specific follow-up question on focus 

group content] 

 

5. Do you have any other questions or comments about this topic, or your experience 

participating in this research? 

 

Thank you so much for taking the time to participate in today’s interview! 
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APPENDIX C: Vignettes 

Vignette 1: Flirty  

 

Alicia worked at camp every summer. She loved being a counsellor, but she liked the 

attention she got from the guys she worked with even more. Even though the camp had a 

dress code, Alicia liked to see how close she could get to the line, tying her work shirt 

into a crop top when her supervisors weren’t around and seeing if she could catch 

anyone’s eye. Sure, she had a bit of a reputation, but she didn’t care. It was all just for fun 

and nothing ever came of it. Then late one night she was alone with another counsellor, 

Chris, acting seductively “as a joke”, when suddenly he pushed her up against a wall and 

started kissing her. Shocked, Alicia froze. Chris kept kissing her and grabbed her breast. 

He was so close she could feel he had an erection. Finally, a loud noise from the dining 

hall startled him, and she managed to wiggle away. Alicia was upset about the incident, 

but it was also a useful lesson: next summer she’d be more careful about the way she 

acted around guys.   

 

Vignette 2: Boundaries 

 

Caitlyn and Matt have been dating for two years. While waiting til marriage is important 

to both of them, they recently got carried away and had sex. Caitlyn told Matt that she 

regretted it and wanted them to recommit to waiting together, and Matt agreed. They 

decided a helpful boundary would be making sure they didn’t spend any more time alone 

together in private. This worked for a bit, but eventually Caitlyn invited Matt up to her 

apartment after a date. Sure enough, as soon as they were alone, they started kissing and 

things quickly got passionate. Then Matt started taking off Caitlyn’s pants. Caitlyn told 

him to stop and reminded him of their commitment. Matt asked her how she expected 

him to stop now, especially since they’d gone all the way before. Caitlyn kept moving his 

hands away, but Matt was persistent. Finally, Caitlyn gave up and Matt had sex with her. 

Caitlyn felt even worse than she did the first time. She wishes she’d stuck to their 

boundary!  

 

Vignette 3: Bad Date 

 

Anna met Jacob at her College and Careers group and was really excited when he asked 

her on a date. Like Anna, Jacob was super committed to his faith and he was heavily 

involved in ministry at their church. They decided to see a movie together, and Jacob 

offered to give Anna a lift. The date went well, but while they were driving home Jacob 

took a wrong turn. He pulled over at a secluded spot, which made Anna nervous. 

Suddenly he grabbed Anna hard and started kissing her. Anna tried to turn away, but he 

was very forceful. Then he reached up her shirt and slipped his hand under her bra. Anna 

shoved him hard, and finally he stopped. She told him to take her home right away. Jacob 

told her it was all a misunderstanding and she was over-reacting. They didn’t talk much 

for the rest of the drive. When Anna got home she felt terrible and wanted to talk to her 
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friends from church, but she didn’t want to ruin Jacob’s reputation. After all, she didn’t 

have a lot of experience dating. What if it was just a misunderstanding? 



 

 

APPENDIX D: Demographic Questionnaire 

Please take a moment to complete this short demographic questionnaire and return it by 

email to erobins1@unb.ca. Your responses here are confidential and will not be linked to 

your focus group or interview responses. You are not obliged to answer any questions 

you do not wish to answer.  

1. What year were you born? [YYYY]  

_____________  

2. What is your gender?  

Female  

Male  

Non-Binary  

Other: _________________________________________  

3. What term best describes your sexual orientation?  

Heterosexual/Straight  

Gay/Lesbian/Homosexual  

Bisexual/Pansexual  

Queer  

Asexual  

Other: _________________________________________  

4. With what race or ethnicity do you identify?  

Arab  

Black  

Chinese  

Filipino  

Indigenous/Métis/Inuit  

Japanese  

Korean  

Latin American  

South Asian  

Southeast Asian  

West Asian  

White  

Multiple races/ethnicities  

Other: _________________________________________  

5. Which church denomination do you attend?  



 

 

Baptist  

The Pentecostal Assemblies of Canada  

Non-Denominational  

Wesleyan  

Other: _________________________________________  
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protocol, those changes must be considered and approved by the REB before they are 

implemented.  To initiate changes, please submit the REB Case Modification Request 

form, available online through the Research Ethics page of the Office of the VP 

(Research). 

If any funds for this research project are held until REB approval you will have to inform 

the Office of Research Services at UNB of this approval in order to release your funds. 

  

Annual Reports for this project are due on the 15th of January each year, provided that 

this date is at least six months after the date of project approval. Final reports are due 90 

days after project completion.  Both of these reports can be found on our website at 

http://www.unb.ca/research/ors/forms/index.php#ethics. 

  

If you have not already done so, please send an e-mail copy of your project summary 

(your answer to question # 1 of the ethics application form) to ethics@unb.ca as soon as 

possible.  Thank you for your co-operation in this matter. 

  

Best wishes for the successful completion of your research project. 

  

Steven Turner, Chair 

UNBF Research Ethics Board 
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Demographic Questionnaires (Case Modification) 

 

Ms Emma Robinson 

Department of Sociology 

Dear Ms Robinson, 

  

I have reviewed your request for a modification of your previously approved application 

to the UNB Fredericton Research Ethics Board (The impact of sexual purity codes on 

attitudes toward sexual assault among evangelical youth:  A qualitative analysis -- REB 

#2019-117) for its compliance with Tri-Council Policy (TCP) and with UNB Policy 

(UPRIH). On the basis of the review, I am pleased to inform you that, in my opinion, 

your project appears to be still in compliance with TCP and UPRIH. Accordingly, please 

consider this E-mail to represent notification of the continuation of the previous REB 

approval of your project. 

  

This approval is based on my understanding that you are introducing a short demographic 

survey for your focus-group participants, which will be completed via email after the 

conclusion of the focus group.  This does not significantly affect the level of risk or 

inconvenience to participants.  Thank you for submitting the questionnaire. 

  

Please note that, in the future, if you find that you must make any changes to your 

protocol, any such changes must be considered and approved by the REB before they are 

implemented. 

  

Best wishes for the successful completion of your research project. 

  

Steven Turner, Chair 

UNBF Research Ethics Board 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Interviews (Case Modification) 

 

Emma Robinson 

Faculty of Arts, Department of Sociology 

University of New Brunswick Fredericton 

 

Dear Ms. Robinson, 

 

I have reviewed your request for an extension modification of your previously approved 

application to the UNB Fredericton Research Ethics Board (“The Impact of Sexual Purity 

Codes on Attitudes toward Sexual Assault among Evangelical Youth: A Qualitative 

Analysis” -- REB #2019-117)) for its compliance with Tri-Council Policy (TCP) and 

with UNB Policy (UPRIH). On the basis of the review, I am pleased to inform you that, 

in my opinion, your project appears to be still in compliance with TCP and UPRIH. 

Accordingly, please consider this E-mail to represent notification of the continuation of 

the previous REB approval of your project. 

 

This approval is based on my understanding that the nature of the research has not 

changed and that only minor changes are being made related to recruitment of candidates 

for follow-up interviews and storage of data from those follow-up interviews. 

questionnaires are minor. 

 

Please note that, in the future, if you find that you must make any changes to your 

protocol, any such changes must be considered and approved by the REB before they are 

implemented. 

 

 

Best wishes for the successful completion of your research project. 

 

David 

___________ 

David J. Coleman <dcoleman@unb.ca> 

Chair, UNBF Research Ethics Board 
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APPENDIX F: Focus Group Email Recruitment Scripts 

 

Email Script: Peers 

Dear [name], 

 

My name is Emma Robinson and I’m a master’s student in sociology at UNB. I’m 

reaching out to invite you to participate in my research on Christian perspectives on 

dating, relationships, and sex, or see if you would be willing to pass this email along to 

someone who might be interested. 

 

Through this research, I hope to develop free youth group teaching resources for the 

Religion and Violence E-Learning Project website <https://www.theraveproject.org/> on 

healthy relationships and consent from a Christian perspective, specifically so that our 

communities can better support survivors of sexual violence.  

 

I’m currently recruiting Evangelical Protestant men and women (ages 19-25) to 

participate in focus groups in [New Brunswick city] on [date] or [date] at [location]. I 

have detailed the research procedures in the attached Letter of Invitation.  

 

Please email me at erobins1@unb.ca if you are interested in participating, and let me 

know which date works best for you. Do not hesitate to ask me any questions about this 

project. You can also reach me by phone at 647-973-4697. 

 

Sincerely, 

Emma Robinson 

 

Email Script: Leaders 

 

Dear [name], 

 

My name is Emma Robinson and I’m a master’s student in sociology at UNB. I am 

conducting research on Christian perspectives on dating, relationships, and sex for my 

thesis, and was wondering if you would be willing to share my Letter of Invitation with 

youth in your organization.  

 

Through this research, I hope to develop free youth group teaching resources for the 

Religion and Violence E-Learning Project website <https://www.theraveproject.org/> on 

healthy relationships and consent from a Christian perspective, specifically so that our 

communities can better support survivors of sexual violence.  

 

https://www.theraveproject.org/
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I’m currently recruiting Evangelical Protestant men and women (ages 19-25) to 

participate in focus groups in [New Brunswick city] on [date] or [date] at [location], and I 

explain the research procedures in detail in the attached Letter of Invitation.  

 

Please encourage any interested youth to email me at erobins1@unb.ca if they wish to 

participate, and do not hesitate to ask me any questions about this project. You can also 

reach me by phone at 647-973-4697. 

 

Sincerely, 

Emma Robinson 
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APPENDIX G: Focus Group Letter of Invitation and Consent Form 

Invitation to Participate in Research on Christian Perspectives on Dating, 

Relationships, and Sex 

 

Thank you for your interest in this project. My name is Emma Robinson and I am 

currently inviting self-identified evangelical protestant youth (ages 19-25) to participate 

in my research on Christian perspectives on dating, relationships, and sex for my master’s 

thesis in sociology at the University of New Brunswick (UNB).   

 

As a Christian myself, I know that our communities can be empowering spaces for young 

adults to live according to their religious convictions, but our communities don’t always 

do a good job talking frankly about intimacy – particularly when it comes to dating 

relationships. In this research, I hope to learn how evangelical youth define healthy 

relationships and intimacy, how they support each other in difficult situations, and the 

unique role their religious beliefs play in attitudes toward dating, relationships, and sex.  

 

Participation in this project will consist of attending focus groups in Fredericton, with the 

option of participating in follow-up one-on-one interviews at the same location or by 

phone at a later date.  

 

Focus groups will last approximately 3 hours, with breaks, and light refreshments will be 

provided. I will be facilitating all focus group sessions, and an undergraduate research 

assistant will be present to take notes and assist me. Focus group discussions will include 

open-ended questions about sex, dating, and relationships in the Christian context, and 

participants will be asked to share their interpretations of vignettes depicting sexually 

intimate encounters. Focus groups will be gender-segregated due to the sensitive subject 

matter, and a counsellor will be present for all sessions.  

 

All focus groups and interviews will be digitally recorded and transcribed.  

 

As part of this research, we will be having explicit conversations about sexual assault. I 

recognize that sexual assault is a difficult topic that can bring painful emotions to the 

surface, and participants will not be obliged to answer any questions that make them feel 

uncomfortable or be required to remain in the room for the duration of the focus group. If 

participants do choose to leave the room, the counsellor will follow them to ensure they 

are okay. However, participants are not obliged to talk with the counsellor if they do not 

wish to do so.  

 

While we will be addressing some difficult topics, this research has the potential to make 

an important contribution to sexual assault prevention and intervention in Christian 

communities. Based on the findings of this research, I hope to develop youth group 

teaching resources for the Religion and Violence E-Learning Project website 

<https://www.theraveproject.org/> on healthy relationships and consent from a Christian 

perspective. 
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In transcripts from focus group and interview sessions, participants will be assigned 

pseudonyms, and identifying information such as city of residence, university/college, 

and the names of any churches/organizations with which they’re affiliated, will be 

obscured.  

 

Identifying personal information will only be available to me, my supervisor, and the 

undergraduate research assistant and counsellor while they are present at focus group 

sessions. 

 

In the final thesis and any subsequent publications and presentations, no information will 

be included that could reveal the identity of individual participants, and any direct quotes 

will be attributed to a pseudonym (and gender). Please note that due to the nature of focus 

groups, participants who attended the same session may be identifiable to one another, 

particularly in the case of direct quotes. However, all participants will be briefed on the 

importance of maintaining confidentiality.  

 

Digital recordings, transcripts, and consent forms will be stored in a locked file cabinet at 

the Muriel McQueen Fergusson Centre for Family Violence Research, and on a 

password-protected laptop. Consent forms will be stored separately from recordings and 

transcripts to prevent identification of participants. Identifying data, such as consent 

forms and digital recordings, will be destroyed within two years following the completion 

and successful defense of this thesis 

 

Your participation in this project is voluntary and confidential, and you retain the right to 

withdraw without penalty from this project at any point, up until the final draft of the 

thesis has been submitted (February 2020). If you choose to withdraw, your data will be 

deleted or destroyed and not used in the thesis or any subsequent publications.  

 

To obtain a summary of findings from this project, as well as any resources developed, 

please email erobins1@unb.ca. Complete copies of the thesis are also available upon 

request. 

 

If you have any questions about the research you can contact my supervisor, Dr. 

Catherine Holtmann, cathy.holtmann@unb.ca, 506-458-7442, or the Chair of the 

Sociology Department, Dr. Lucia Tramonte, lucia@unb.ca, 506-458-7257. Dr. Stephen 

Turner, the chair of the UNBF Research Ethics Board, can be contacted at 

turner@unb.ca, 506-453-5189. This project is funded by the Social Science and 

Humanities Research Council (SSHRC). This project has been reviewed by the UNB 

Research Ethics Board and is on file as REB 2019-117.  

 

Sincerely, 

 

Emma Robinson 

MA Student, Department of Sociology, University of New Brunswick 

erobins1@unb.ca 

647-973-4697 
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Consent Form 

 

I understand that my participation in Emma Robinson’s thesis research on Christian 

perspectives on dating, relationships, and sex, as outlined in the letter of invitation she 

gave to me, is voluntary and confidential.  I understand that I can withdraw my 

participation in the project at any time without penalty, prior to the submission of the 

final thesis draft (February 2020), and my data will be deleted or destroyed.  By signing 

this document, I give my consent to participate. 

 

 

 

Name: 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

Date: 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

APPENDIX H: Interview Email Recruitment Script 

 

Dear [Participant], 

You are invited to participate in a follow-up interview on your experience participating in 

the focus group you attended and to further discuss Christian perspectives on dating, 

relationships, and sex. 

 

Interviews will last 15-45 minutes and be held at my office at the Muriel McQueen 

Fergusson Centre on UNB campus at a time of your convenience. I will be facilitating the 

interviews, and they will be digitally recorded. Participation is confidential, and you will 

be assigned a pseudonym if directly quoted in the thesis and any subsequent publications. 

 

There is no obligation to participate in a follow-up interview. Please see the attached 

Letter of Invitation for more details. 

 

If you are interested, please reply and let me know your availability for [dates]. 

 

Many thanks, 

Emma Robinson 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

APPENDIX I: Interview Letter of Invitation and Consent Form 

 

Invitation to Participate in Research on Christian Perspectives on Dating, 

Relationships, and Sex: Follow-Up Interviews 

 

Thank you for your continuing interest in this project. My name is Emma Robinson and I 

am currently inviting participants who attended the first round of focus groups to 

participate in short follow-up interviews as part of my ongoing master’s thesis research in 

sociology at the University of New Brunswick (UNB).  

 

Participation in this portion of the project will involve attending one 15-45 minute semi-

structured one-on-one interview at my office at the Muriel McQueen Fergusson Centre 

for Family Violence Research on UNB campus. The interview will be scheduled at a time 

of your convenience.  

 

I will be facilitating all interviews. Questions will include opportunities to reflect on your 

experience participating in the focus group you attended, opportunities to clarify and 

expand on points made during the group discussion, and other questions on the topic of 

dating, relationships, and sex in a Christian context. All interviews will be digitally 

recorded and transcribed.  

 

In transcripts from the interview sessions, participants will be assigned pseudonyms, and 

identifying information such as city of residence, university/college, and the names of 

any churches/organizations with which they’re affiliated, will be obscured. Identifying 

personal information will only be available to me, my supervisor, and hired transcriptions 

who have signed non-disclosure agreements.  

 

In the final thesis and any subsequent publications and presentations, no information will 

be included that could reveal the identity of individual participants, and any direct quotes 

will be attributed to a pseudonym (and gender). Please note that participants who 

attended the same focus group session may still be identifiable to one another in follow-

up interviews, based on the topics discussed.   

 

Digital recordings, transcripts, and consent forms will be stored in a locked file cabinet at 

the Muriel McQueen Fergusson Centre for Family Violence Research, and on a 

password-protected laptop. Consent forms will be stored separately from recordings and 

transcripts to prevent identification of participants. Identifying data, such as consent 

forms and digital recordings, will be destroyed within two years following the completion 

and successful defense of this thesis 

 

Your participation in this project is voluntary and confidential, and you retain the right to 

withdraw without penalty from this project at any point, up until the final draft of the 

thesis has been submitted (May 2020). If you choose to withdraw, your data will be 

deleted or destroyed and not used in the thesis or any subsequent publications.  



 

 

 

To obtain a summary of findings from this project, as well as any resources developed, 

please email erobins1@unb.ca. Complete copies of the thesis are also available upon 

request. 

 

If you have any questions about the research you can contact my supervisor, Dr. 

Catherine Holtmann, cathy.holtmann@unb.ca, 506-458-7442, or the Chair of the 

Sociology Department, Dr. Lucia Tramonte, lucia@unb.ca, 506-458-7257. Dr. Stephen 

Turner, the chair of the UNBF Research Ethics Board, can be contacted at 

turner@unb.ca, 506-453-5189. This project is funded by the Social Science and 

Humanities Research Council (SSHRC). This project has been reviewed by the UNB 

Research Ethics Board and is on file as REB 2019-117.  

 

Sincerely, 

 

Emma Robinson 

MA Student, Department of Sociology, University of New Brunswick 

erobins1@unb.ca 

647-973-4697 
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Consent Form (Follow-Up Interviews) 

 

I understand that my participation in a follow-up interview for Emma Robinson’s thesis 

research on Christian perspectives on dating, relationships, and sex, as outlined in the 

letter of invitation she gave to me, is voluntary and confidential.  I understand that I can 

withdraw my participation in the project at any time without penalty, prior to the 

submission of the final thesis draft (May 2020), and my data will be deleted or destroyed.  

By signing this document, I give my consent to participate. 

 

 

 

Name: 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

Date: 

________________________________________________________________________ 
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